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about us
 

BERG Spanntechnik combines tradition and innovation with German qual-
ity engineering and great passion for technology. Our clamping systems 
are popular with suppliers and users in machine and plant engineering 
and with small niche companies all over the world.

We	dedicate	our	development	expertise	
to our customers. Decades of experi-
ence in implementing application-spe-
cific	clamping	technology	and	a	team	
that is always ready to face technolog-
ical	challenges	with	creativity	and	a so-
lution-minded approach are our keys to 
success in implementing customised 
clamping designs.

Top-quality clamping systems
made in Germany

at the heart of the german region of 
east-Westphalia we produce modular 
clamping systems for cutting and form-
ing processes in production facilities 
with	an	area	of	over	5,000	m².	Our	prod-
uct	range	covers	a	total	of	four	appli-
cation areas: from tool and workpiece 
clamping through forming technology 
to	clamping	devices	for	special	appli-
cations.

as a modern, medium-sized company 
we	value	a	healthy	mix	of	a	down-to-
earth attitude with a progress mindset. 
Motivation,	reliability	and	mutual	trust	
are the foundations of our company 
culture – both within our company and 
in the relationships with our customers 
and partners.

Customised product solutions

Our	development	is	application-orient-
ed and future-proof, we work closely 
with our customers and keep an eye on 
all	the	important	trends.	We	view	our-

selves	as	a	development	partner	for	our	
customers and support them in their 
projects	from	the	first	idea	to	the	instal-
lation-ready product.

our engineers modify existing stan-
dards or remain in close contact with 
customers to design completely new 
product solutions – always with the aim 
of	providing	clamping	technology	that	
is perfectly adapted to our customers’ 
individual	requirements.

For	100	years,	these	principles	have	
allowed us to create precision products 
with the aim of offering our customers 
powerful clamping systems for their 
own quality products – or in a nutshell: 
Quality clamps quality.

Customer-specific
product engineering:

Requirement specification

Design development

Serial production

Prototype presentation
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applications for our clamping technology
 

Berg SpannTechnik
our company

Tool clamping | From a gripper to a 
complete tool clamping system – our 
expertise is dedicated to clamping tech-
nology	for	various	tool	clamping	units,	
in particular for use in machining spin-
dles.	Thanks	to	the	wide	variety	of	avail-
able system components, we can easily 
adapt	our	products	to	the	specific	cus-
tomer and application requirements.

Special application | our clamping sys-
tems for automatic change of pallets, 
devices	and	machining	units	are	char-
acterised by powerful, secure clamp-
ing. These products meet the demand 
for high system rigidity combined with 
maximum safety as a prerequisite for 
consistent workpiece quality.

Workpiece clamping

Forming technology

Tool clamping

Special application

The right clamping system 
for every application:
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Forming technology | Strong, power-
ful	and	durable:	Our	extensive	product	
range includes clamping systems and 
couplings for the main applications in 
forming machines. This contains sta-
tionary	and	self-travelling	systems	for	
clamping top and bottom dies as well 
as	clamping	equipment	for	moving	bol-
sters and workpiece transfer.

Workpiece clamping | years of expe-
rience	have	made	us	an	expert	in	the	
field	of	clamping	technology	for	lathes.	
our range of power chucks, associated 
actuation systems and a large selection 
of accessories ensure that we can offer 
high-performance products for applica-
tion-flexible	and	set-up-saving	work-
piece clamping.

Tailor-made, economically 
efficient clamping systems  

for a long, productive life

Decades of industry and  
product expertise

Bundled competence of  
development, design, pro-

duction and quality assurance 
in one location

East-Westphalian patience 
for finding the best product 

solution for any clamping task
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gripperS
inTro
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expertise in grippers
 

The right connection between a tool and the machine is the foundation 
for an ideal machining result. Our range of grippers includes adaptable 
standard products, which provide the tool with the required stability dur-
ing machining. On top of that, our grippers are designed for multiple inter-
faces and universal applications.

as an expert in clamping technology for 
cutting-based machining processes, we 
are dedicated to reliable and produc-
tion-oriented product solutions in tool 
clamping.

A	lot	has	happened	since	the	develop-
ment	of	the	first	gripper	for	a	steep	ta-
per tool in 1980: Thousands of grippers 
delivered	around	the	globe	have	made	
us a respected partner in the machine 
tool industry.

Technology moves us

market and customer demands are 
constantly changing and our enthusi-
asm for thinking outside of the box and 
developing	new	ideas	has	been	the	en-
gine	of	the	steady	re-development	and	
further	development	of	our	products	
from	the	very	start.

The most important milestones in grip-
per	development	include	grippers	for	
use	in	universal	spindles,	grippers	with	
a built-in holding function for a quick 
tool change and force-amplifying grip-
pers for designing compact tool clamp-
ing systems.

For our customers we move 
technology

Therefore, we can offer a wide range of 
grippers, which continue to set stand-
ards	for	user	friendliness,	productivity	

and	size	and	provide	the	best	prerequi-
sites for customised adaptation.

Milestones:

2018 Sk grippers for the interfaces iSo 10 and 
iSo 20

2017 HSK	gripper	with	force	amplifier	for	inter-
face	size	< HSK-E20

2013 HSK	gripper	with	force	amplifier	in	com-
pact design

2011 manually-actuated pSc gripper

2009 SK	gripper	with	force	amplifier	in	compact	
design

2006 PSC	gripper	with	force	amplifier

2005 SK	gripper	with	force	amplifier

2002 pSc gripper with holding function

2001 Sk gripper for spindles with simple 
through hole

2000 HSK	gripper	with	force	amplifier	and	op-
tional holding function 2.0

1998 Sk gripper with holding function

1997 hSk gripper with direct force transmission 
(clamping force > standard)

1993 HSK	gripper	with	force	amplifier

1984 Sk gripper for uniformly designed inner 
spindle contours

1980 First gripper for the Sk interface

Customised
product adaptation

High component 
availability

100 %  
function check

Maintenance-free 
products
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Established, economically efficient 
design in any version

SK	gripper	in	standard	version	with	high	force	amplification	factor,	especially	suitable	for	compact	or	modular	machining	spindles 
(type	SSKV) 

gripperS
STeep Taper inTerFace

Sk grippers
 

Despite	the	development	and	distribu-
tion of hollow taper shanks and poly-
gonal taper shanks, the steep taper 
remains a frequently used tool inter-
face.	Its	advantages	are,	above	all,	
its	excellent	value	for	money	and	the	
already	available	machinery	and	tool	

inventories.	The	steep	taper	continues	
to be used for cutting-based machin-
ing	processes	–	from	fine	machining	
to	heavy-duty	cutting	–	by	many	users.	
This	tool	holder	has	proven	its	worth	in	
practical use for decades and contin-
ues to be the most economical solu-
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left: gripper for inner spindle contour with 
simple through hole, incl. locking screw for 
infinitely	variable	adjustment	and	fixation	in	
place (type SSkFi), right: reliable standard 
gripper for inner spindle contour with control 
edge	(type	SSKE) 

Force-amplifying grippers in standard design 
for steep taper size Sk 60 and steep taper 
size	SK	30	(type	SSKV) 

Special gripper with short stroke and integrated coolant lubricant transfer system, designed 
for	high-speed	spindles	(type	SSKES-KH) 

tion for many applications today. no 
matter the size of the steep taper, the 
pull studs and the machining process, 
our Sk gripper range includes a suitable 
connection between tools and machine 
for any application. our Sk grippers are 
primarily characterised by their high 

clamping force or clamping force trans-
mission, which permits compensation 
for	deficits	in	speed	and	rigidity	caused	
by the taper shape within the technical 
limits. The products can also be used 
for steep taper systems with face con-
tact (Big-pluS®).
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STeep Taper inTerFace
Type oVerVieW

grippers for steep taper tools
Din iSo 7388-1 (Din 69871) and maS 403 BT

For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

BERG 
gripper

Pull studs Developed for uniformly 
designed spindle

Opening of 
segments

Adjustment/ 
Fixation in place Characteristics Page

DIN ANSI PT-I PT-II JIS JBS

SSk     control edge adjustment ring Standard gripper 20 – 21

SSke       control edge adjusting washer Standard gripper 22 – 23

BERG 
gripper

Pull studs Developed for uniformly 
designed spindle

Opening of 
segments

Adjustment/ 
Fixation in place Characteristics Page

DIN ANSI PT-I PT-II JIS JBS

SSke-kh      control edge adjusting washer Short axial stroke 24 – 25

BERG 
gripper

Pull studs Developed for uniformly 
designed spindle

Opening of 
segments

Adjustment/ 
Fixation in place Characteristics Page

DIN ANSI PT-I PT-II JIS JBS

SSkF       Tension spring adjusting washer Simple spindle bore 26 – 27

SSkFi      Tension spring locking screw Simple spindle bore 28 – 29

Standard SK gripper (SSK)

SK gripper with short stroke (SSKE-KH)

SK gripper for spindle with simple through hole (SSKFI)
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BERG 
gripper

Pull studs Developed for uniformly 
designed spindle

Opening of 
segments

Adjustment/ 
Fixation in place Characteristics Page

DIN ANSI PT-I PT-II JIS JBS

SSk … JBS  control edge adjusting washer guided clamping segments 31

SSkeS       control edge adjusting washer guided clamping segments on request

SSkS     control edge adjustment ring guided clamping segments on request

BERG 
gripper

Pull studs Developed for uniformly 
designed spindle

Opening of 
segments

Adjustment/ 
Fixation in place Characteristics Page

DIN ANSI PT-I PT-II JIS JBS

Skr    control edge adjusting washer holding function 30

BERG 
gripper

Pull studs Developed for uniformly 
designed spindle

Opening of 
segments

Adjustment/ 
Fixation in place Characteristics Page

DIN ANSI PT-I PT-II JIS JBS
SSkV      Tension spring locking screw Force	amplification 14 – 17

SK gripper in high-speed version (SSK ... JBS)

Force-amplifying SK gripper (SSKV)

SK gripper with holding function (SKR)
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STeep Taper inTerFace
gripperS WiTh Force ampliFicaTion

SSkV
Force-amplifying Sk gripper

SK	60	gripper	for	reaching	maximum	clamping	forces,	in	special	design	with	integrated	coolant	transfer	system 

Gripper	with	special	length	and	corresponding	profile	bush	with	measured	clamping	shoulder,	
designed	as	spindle	insert 

grippers for steep taper size Sk 50 in differ-
ent	overall	lengths 
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applicaTion SSkV grippers combine reliable clamping of steep taper tools with the market demand for compact, 
modular spindles. The interface between clamping element and tool is formed by standardised pull 
studs	in	accordance	with	DIN,	ANSI,	MAS,	JIS	and	ISO.	The	integrated	force	amplification	allows	reduc-
ing	the	size	of	the	overall	tool	clamping	unit	so	that	high	clamping	forces	are	guaranteed	even	in	com-
pact	motor	and	gear-driven	spindles.	Reduced	actuation	forces	also	permit	use	in	modular	spindles.

FuncTion During clamping (pull direction), the clamping segments are pulled outward behind the clamping shoul-
ders in the spindle shaft. The taper incline of the centrally located draw bolt increases the actuation 
force,	achieving	a	clamping	force	that	is	many	times	higher.	Moreover,	a	locking	screw	permits	infinitely	
variable	adjustment	and	fixation	of	the	gripper	in	the	eject	position.

Technical
FeaTureS

 � laid out for uniformly designed inner spindle contours in connection with pull studs 
in accordance with Din, anSi, maS, JiS and iSo

 � maximum clamping force consistency thanks to special surface coating 
(no relubrication required)

 � low actuation forces thanks to high force-amplifying factor
 � Easy	installation	and	removal

VarianTS  � In	short	version	for	even	more	compact	tool	clamping	systems,	e.	g.	in	milling	heads
 � With coolant transfer system
 � as repair gripper if the inner spindle contour requires reworking
 � With	customer-specific	geometries	for	special	pull	studs

acceSSorieS  � clamping force measuring systems
 � clamping shoulder measuring systems
 � Profile	bushes	with	measured	clamping	shoulder	as	spindle	insert
 � pull studs
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STeep Taper inTerFace
gripperS WiTh Force ampliFicaTion

DraWing

Technical 
DaTa

T 1614.2, p. 1/2
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

SSkV
Force-amplifying Sk gripper

Type d1 d2 d3 d4 l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 hA hT hS
FB

max.
FS

max.

SSkV 30 Din 20 25 23.5 19.5 81.8 55.4 7.9 94.4 121.3 0.5 7 5 3.3 10

SSkV 30 anSi 20 25 23.5 19.5 81.8 55.4 7.9 94.4 121.3 0.5 7 5 3.3 10

SSkV 40 Din 29 36 34 28 115 78.4 10 143 175 0.5 9 6 5 18

SSkV 40 anSi 29 36 34 28 115 78.4 10 143 175 0.5 9 6 5 18

SSkV 50 Din 44 54 50 38 176.75 117.75 16 209 251 0.5 12 9 9 35

SSkV 50 anSi 44 54 50 38 176.75 117.75 16 209 251 0.5 12 9 9 35

SSkV 60 Din 58 70 66.5 52 240 183 14 272.5 323.5 0.5 16 11 20 70

SSkV 60 anSi 58 70 66.5 52 240 183 14 272.5 323.5 0.5 16 11 20 70

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) ha ejection stroke (mm)

hT Total stroke (mm) hS clamping stroke (mm) FB actuation force (kn)

FS clamping force (kn)

d2
 +0

.1

SSKV ... ANSI

d1
 +0

.1

l5 +0.2

l4 +0.1

l1 js8

l2 +0.1

l3

d1
 H

7

d3
 +0

.1

d4
 H

7

SSKV ... DIN

DI
N

 IS
O

 7
38

8-
1 

(D
IN

 6
98

71
)
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DraWing

Technical 
DaTa

T 1614.2, p. 2/2
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

 
 

Type d1 d2 d3 d4 l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 hA hT hS
FB

max.
FS

max.

SSkV p 30 T-i 20 25 23.5 19.5 81.8 55.4 7.9 94.4 121.3 0.5 7 5 3.3 10

SSkV p 30 T-ii 20 25 23.5 19.5 81.8 55.4 7.9 94.4 121.3 0.5 7 5 3.3 10

SSkV p 40 T-i 29 36 34 28 115 78.4 10 143 175 0.5 9 6 5 18

SSkV p 40 T-ii 29 36 34 28 115 78.4 10 143 175 0.5 9 6 5 18

SSkV p 50 T-i 44 54 50 38 176.75 117.5 16 209 251 0.5 12 9 9 35

SSkV p 50 T-ii 44 54 50 38 176.75 117.5 16 209 251 0.5 12 9 9 35

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) ha ejection stroke (mm)

hT Total stroke (mm) hS clamping stroke (mm) FB actuation force (kn)

FS clamping force (kn)

d2
 +0

.1

SSKV P ... T-II

d1
 +0

.1

l5 +0.2

l4 +0.1

l1 js8

l2 +0.1

l3

d1
 H

7

d3
 +0

.1

d4
 H

7

SSKV P ... T-I

M
AS

 4
03

 B
T

30°

45°
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STeep Taper inTerFace
gripperS WiThouT Force ampliFicaTion

SSK  SSKE  SSKE-KH  SSKF  SSKFI  SKR  SSK ... JBS
Sk grippers with direct force transmission

Standard	gripper	with	holding	function	for	quick	tool	change	(type	SKR) 

grippers for tool holders iSo 10 and iSo 20 with guided segments for high-speed machining spindles and with short clamping strokes en-
abling	long-lived	spring	stacks	(type	SSKFI	...	ISO) 

grippers for interfaces Sk 60 and Sk 10 
(type	SSK	…	DIN	and	SSK	…	JBS) 
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applicaTion Sk grippers ensure ideal force distribution during clamping of steep taper tools in accordance with 
DIN ISO	7388-1	(DIN	69871)	and	MAS	403	BT.	Grippers	of	this	type	are	mainly	used	in	milling,	boring	
and	grinding	spindles,	where	they	contribute	significantly	to	quick	automatic	tool	changes.	They	can	be	
assembled without special tools.

The	universal	shape	permits	use	of	different	grippers	in	a	uniformly	designed	spindle,	meaning	tool	
shanks of the same steep taper size can be clamped with pull studs of different standards.1)

FuncTion During clamping (pull direction), the clamping segments grab behind the head of the pull stud by closing 
as they pull into the spindle hole. The clamping force is transmitted form-closed from the draw bolt to 
the pull stud. Depending on the gripper type, the segments unclamp in the release position using either  
a control edge in the inner spindle contour or a tension spring integrated in the gripper.

Technical
FeaTureS

 � maximum clamping force consistency
 � maintenance-free
 � Easy	installation	and	removal
 � laid-out for uniformly designed inner spindle contour in combination with pull studs  

in accordance with Din, anSi, maS, JiS and iSo1)

VarianTS  � With coolant transfer tube
 � Stainless	steel	version
 � With	customer-specific	geometries	for	special	pull	studs

acceSSorieS  � clamping force measuring systems
 � Profile	bushes	with	control	edge
 � pull studs

 

1) Does not apply to gripper type SSk
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STeep Taper inTerFace
gripperS WiThouT Force ampliFicaTion

DraWing

Technical 
DaTa

SSk
Sk gripper for spindle with control edge

T 1347.10.2
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

Type d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 l6 l7 hA hS
FS

max.

SSk 30/1 Din 19 24 17.8 20.2 m10 84.8 55.3 7.5 97.8 114.8 20 3.5 0.5 4 10

SSk 30/1 anSi 19 24 17.8 20.2 m10 84.8 55.3 7.5 97.8 114.8 20 3.5 0.5 3 10

SSk 40 Din 28 35 26.4 28.5 m16 x 1.5 111.9 77.4 9 144.4 155.4 22 4.5 0.5 5.5 18

SSk 40 anSi 28 35 26.4 28.5 m16 x 1.5 111.9 77.4 9 144.4 155.4 22 4.5 0.5 4.5 18

SSk 45 Din 36 45 33.7 36.5 m18 x 1.5 132.7 94.7 12 166.7 187.7 30 4.5 0.5 7.5 25

SSk 45 anSi 36 45 33.7 36.5 m18 x 1.5 132.7 94.7 12 166.7 187.7 30 4.5 0.5 6.5 25

SSk 50 Din 43 54 40.4 43.5 m22 x 1.5 159.75 115.75 14 196.75 218.75 30 5 0.5 8.5 35

SSk 50 anSi 43 54 40.4 43.5 m22 x 1.5 159.75 115.75 14 196.75 218.75 30 5 0.5 7.5 35

SSk 60/1 Din 62 74 58.6 62.5 m30 x 1.5 234.4 179.9 18 276.9 306.9 35 6.5 0.5 11 70

SSk 60/1 anSi 62 74 58.6 62.5 m30 x 1.5 234.4 179.9 18 276.9 306.9 35 6.5 0.5 10.5 70

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) ha ejection stroke (mm) hS clamping stroke (mm)

FS clamping force (kn)

d2

SSK ... ANSI

d1
 m

in
.

l5

l4 min.

l1 −0.2

l2 +0.1

l3

d3
 +0

.1

d5

SSK ... DIN

l6

l7

d1
 H

7

d4
 m

in
.

DI
N

 IS
O

 7
38

8-
1 

(D
IN

 6
98

71
)
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DraWing

Technical 
DaTa

 
 

T 1347.20.2
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

Type d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 l6 l7 hA hS
FS

max.

SSk p 40 T-i 28 35 26.4 28.5 m16 x 1.5 120.9 86.4 18 154.4 164.4 22 4.5 0.5 5.5 18

SSk p 40 T-ii 28 35 26.4 28.5 m16 x 1.5 120.9 86.4 18 154.4 164.4 22 4.5 0.5 5.5 18

SSk p 45 T-i 36 45 33.7 36.5 m18 x 1.5 142.7 104.7 22 176.7 197.7 30 4.5 0.5 7.5 25

SSk p 45 T-ii 36 45 33.7 36.5 m18 x 1.5 142.7 104.7 22 176.7 197.7 30 4.5 0.5 7.5 25

SSk p 50 T-i1) 43 54 40.4 43.5 m22 x 1.5 170.75 126.75 25 207.75 229.75 30 5 0.5 8.5 35

SSk p 50 T-ii1) 43 54 40.4 43.5 m22 x 1.5 170.75 126.75 25 207.75 229.75 30 5 0.5 8.5 35

SSk p 60 T-i 58 70 54.6 58.5 m26 x 1.5 259.4 202.4 40.5 299.9 329.9 35 6.5 0.5 11 50

SSk p 60 T-ii 58 70 54.6 58.5 m26 x 1.5 259.4 202.4 40.5 299.9 329.9 35 6.5 0.5 11 50

1) also for tool shafts according to maS 403 BT

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) ha ejection stroke (mm) hS clamping stroke (mm)

FS clamping force (kn)

d2

SSK P ... T-II

d1
 m

in
.

l5

l4 min.

l1 −0.2

l2 +0.1

l3

d3
 +0

.1

d5

SSK P ... T-I

l6

l7

d1
 H

7

d4
 m

in
.

DI
N

 IS
O

 7
38

8-
1 

(D
IN

 6
98

71
)

30°

45°
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STeep Taper inTerFace
gripperS WiThouT Force ampliFicaTion

DraWing

Technical 
DaTa

T 1347.30.2, p. 1/2
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

SSke
Sk gripper for uniformly designed spindle with control edge

Type d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 l6 l7 hA hS
FS

max.

SSke 30 Din 19 24 17.8 20.2 m10 84.8 55.3 7.5 97.8 114.8 20 3.5 0.5 4 10

SSke 30 JiS 19 24 17.8 20.2 m10 84.8 55.3 7.5 97.8 114.8 20 3.5 0.5 4 10

SSke 30 anSi 19 24 17.8 20.2 m10 84.8 55.3 7.5 97.8 114.8 20 3.5 0.5 3 10

SSke 35 JiS 23 29 21.4 23.5 m12 x 1.5 98.9 65.4 9 114.4 131.4 20 4 0.5 4.5 12

SSke 40 Din 28 35 26.4 28.5 m16 x 1.5 120.4 78.4 10 150.4 164.4 26 4.5 0.5 5.5 18

SSke 40 JiS 28 35 26.4 28.5 m16 x 1.5 120.4 78.4 10 150.4 164.4 26 4.5 0.5 5 18

SSke 40 anSi 28 35 26.4 28.5 m16 x 1.5 120.4 78.4 10 150.4 164.4 26 4.5 0.5 4.5 18

SSke 45 Din/JiS 36 45 34 36.5 m18 x 1.5 142.7 95.7 13 171.7 194.7 32 4.5 0.5 7.5 25

SSke 45 anSi 36 45 34 36.5 m18 x 1.5 142.7 95.7 13 171.7 194.7 32 4.5 0.5 6.5 25

SSke 50 Din/JiS 43 54 40.4 43.5 m22 x 1.5 170.75 117.75 16 199.75 226.75 35 5 0.5 8.5 35

SSke 50 anSi 43 54 40.4 43.5 m22 x 1.5 170.75 117.75 16 199.75 226.75 35 5 0.5 7 35

SSke 55 JiS 55 67 52.4 55.5 m30 x 1.5 206.8 146.8 20 239.8 271.8 40 5 0.5 9.5 50

SSke 60 Din 62 77 58.6 62.5 m30 x 1.5 257.9 184.9 23 291.9 326.9 40 6.5 0.5 11 70

SSke 60 JiS 62 77 58.6 62.5 m30 x 1.5 257.9 184.9 23 291.9 326.9 40 6.5 0.5 11 70

SSke 60 anSi 62 77 58.6 62.5 m30 x 1.5 257.9 184.9 23 291.9 326.9 40 6.5 0.5 10.5 70

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) ha ejection stroke (mm) hS clamping stroke (mm)

FS clamping force (kn)

d2

SSKE ... ANSI

d1
 m

in
.

l5

l4 min.

l1 −0.2

l2 +0.1

l3

d3
 +0

.1

d5

SSKE ... DIN
SSKE ... DIN/JIS
SSKE ... JIS

l6

l7

d1
 H

7

d4
 m

in
.

DI
N

 IS
O

 7
38

8-
1 

(D
IN

 6
98

71
)
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DraWing

Technical 
DaTa

T 1347.30.2, p. 2/2
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

 
 

Type d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 l6 l7 hA hS
FS

max.

SSke p 30 T-i 19 24 17.8 20.2 m10 84.8 55.3 7.5 97.8 114.8 20 3.5 0.5 4 10

SSke p 30 T-ii 19 24 17.8 20.2 m10 84.8 55.3 7.5 97.8 114.8 20 3.5 0.5 4 10

SSke p 35 T-i 23 29 21.4 23.5 m12 x 1.5 98.9 65.4 9 114.4 131.4 20 4 0.5 4.5 12

SSke p 35 T-ii 23 29 21.4 23.5 m12 x 1.5 98.9 65.4 9 114.4 131.4 20 4 0.5 4.5 12

SSke p 40 T-i 28 35 26.4 28.5 m16 x 1.5 120.4 78.4 10 150.4 164.4 26 4.5 0.5 5.5 18

SSke p 40/1 T-i1) 28 35 26.4 28.5 m16 x 1.5 120.4 78.4 10 150.4 164.4 26 4.5 0.5 5.5 18

SSke p 40 T-ii 28 35 26.4 28.5 m16 x 1.5 120.4 78.4 10 150.4 164.4 26 4.5 0.5 5.5 18

SSke p 40/1 T-ii1) 28 35 26.4 28.5 m16 x 1.5 120.4 78.4 10 150.4 164.4 26 4.5 0.5 5.5 18

SSke p 45 T-i 36 45 34 36.5 m18 x 1.5 142.7 95.7 13 171.7 194.7 32 4.5 0.5 7.5 25

SSke p 45 T-ii 36 45 34 36.5 m18 x 1.5 142.7 95.7 13 171.7 194.7 32 4.5 0.5 7.5 25

SSke p 50 T-i2) 43 54 40.4 43.5 m22 x 1.5 170.75 117.75 16 199.75 226.75 35 5 0.5 8.5 35

SSke p 50 T-ii2) 43 54 40.4 43.5 m22 x 1.5 170.75 117.75 16 199.75 226.75 35 5 0.5 8.5 35

SSke p 60 T-i 62 77 58.6 62.5 m30 x 1.5 257.9 184.9 23 291.9 326.9 40 6.5 0.5 11 70

SSke p 60 T-ii 62 77 58.6 62.5 m30 x 1.5 257.9 184.9 23 291.9 326.9 40 6.5 0.5 11 70

1) only for tool shafts according to maS 403 BT
2) also for tool shafts according to maS 403 BT

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) ha ejection stroke (mm) hS clamping stroke (mm)

FS clamping force (kn)

d2

SSKE P ... T-II

d1
 m

in
.

l5

l4 min.

l1 −0.1

l2 +0.1

l3

d3
 +0

.1

d5

SSKE P ... T-I

l6

l7

d1
 H

7

d4
 m

in
.

DI
N

 IS
O

 7
38

8-
1 

(D
IN

 6
98

71
)

30°

45°
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STeep Taper inTerFace
gripperS WiThouT Force ampliFicaTion

DraWing

Technical 
DaTa

T 1347.40.2, p. 1/1
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

SSke-kh
Sk gripper with short stroke for uniformly designed spindle with control edge

Type d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 l6 l7 hA hS
FS

max.

SSke-kh 30 Din 19 24 17.8 20.2 m10 84.8 55.3 7.5 96.3 114.8 20 3.5 0.5 2.7 7

SSke-kh 30 anSi 19 24 17.8 20.2 m10 84.8 55.3 7.5 96.3 114.8 20 3.5 0.5 2.7 7

SSke-kh 40 Din 28 35 26.4 28.5 m16 x 1.5 120.4 78.4 10 140.4 164.4 26 4.5 0.5 3.5 13

SSke-kh 40 anSi 28 35 26.4 28.5 m16 x 1.5 120.4 78.4 10 140.4 164.4 26 4.5 0.5 3.5 13

SSke-kh 45 Din 36 45 34 36.5 m18 x 1.5 142.7 95.7 13 164.7 194.7 32 4.5 0.5 4 18

SSke-kh 45 anSi 36 45 34 36.5 m18 x 1.5 142.7 95.7 13 164.7 194.7 32 4.5 0.5 4 18

SSke-kh 50 Din 43 54 40.4 43.5 m22 x 1.5 170.75 117.75 16 199.75 226.75 35 5 0.5 4 25

SSke-kh 50 anSi 43 54 40.4 43.5 m22 x 1.5 170.75 117.75 16 199.75 226.75 35 5 0.5 4 25

SSke-kh 60 Din 62 77 58.6 62.5 m30 x 1.5 257.9 184.9 23 289.4 326.9 40 6.5 0.5 5 65

SSke-kh 60 anSi 62 77 58.6 62.5 m30 x 1.5 257.9 184.9 23 289.4 326.9 40 6.5 0.5 5 65

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) ha ejection stroke (mm) hS clamping stroke (mm)

FS clamping force (kn)

d2

SSKE-KH ... ANSI

d1
 m

in
.

l5

l4 min.

l1 −0.2

l2 +0.1

l3

d3
 +0

.1

d5

SSKE-KH ... DIN

l6

l7

d1
 H

7

d4
 m

in
.

DI
N

 IS
O

 7
38

8-
1 

(D
IN

 6
98

71
)
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DraWing

Technical 
DaTa

T 1347.40.2, p. 2/2
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

 
 

Type d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 l6 l7 hA hS
FS

max.

SSke-kh p 30 T-i 19 24 17.8 20.2 m10 84.8 55.3 7.5 96.3 114.8 20 3.5 0.5 2.7 7

SSke-kh p 30 T-ii 19 24 17.8 20.2 m10 84.8 55.3 7.5 96.3 114.8 20 3.5 0.5 2.7 7

SSke-kh p 35 T-i 23 29 21.4 23.5 m12 x 1.5 98.9 65.4 9 112.9 131.4 20 4 0.5 3.5 10

SSke-kh p 35 T-ii 23 29 21.4 23.5 m12 x 1.5 98.9 65.4 9 112.9 131.4 20 4 0.5 3.5 10

SSke-kh p 40 T-i 28 35 26.4 28.5 m16 x 1.5 120.4 78.4 10 140.4 164.4 26 4.5 0.5 3.5 13

SSke-kh p 40 T-ii 28 35 26.4 28.5 m16 x 1.5 120.4 78.4 10 140.4 164.4 26 4.5 0.5 3.5 13

SSke-kh p 45 T-i 36 45 34 36.5 m18 x 1.5 142.7 95.7 13 164.7 194.7 32 4.5 0.5 4 18

SSke-kh p 45 T-ii 36 45 34 36.5 m18 x 1.5 142.7 95.7 13 164.7 194.7 32 4.5 0.5 4 18

SSke-kh p 50 T-i1) 43 54 40.4 43.5 m22 x 1.5 170.75 117.75 16 199.75 226.75 35 5 0.5 4 25

SSke-kh p 50 T-ii1) 43 54 40.4 43.5 m22 x 1.5 170.75 117.75 16 199.75 226.75 35 5 0.5 4 25

SSke-kh p 60 T-i 62 77 58.6 62.5 m30 x 1.5 257.9 184.9 23 289.4 326.9 40 6.5 0.5 5 65

SSke-kh p 60 T-ii 62 77 58.6 62.5 m30 x 1.5 257.9 184.9 23 289.4 326.9 40 6.5 0.5 5 65

1) also for tool shafts according to maS 403 BT

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) ha ejection stroke (mm) hS clamping stroke (mm)

FS clamping force (kn)

d2

SSKE-KH P ... T-II

d1
 m

in
.

l5

l4 min.

l1 −0.2

l2 +0.1

l3

d3
 +0

.1

d5

SSKE-KH P ... T-I

l6

l7

d1
 H

7

d4
 m

in
.

DI
N

 IS
O

 7
38

8-
1 

(D
IN

 6
98

71
)

30°

45°
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STeep Taper inTerFace
gripperS WiThouT Force ampliFicaTion

DraWing

T 1390.3, p. 1/2
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

Technical 
DaTa

SSkF
Sk gripper for uniformly designed spindle without control edge

Type d1 d2 d5 l2 l3 l5 l6 hA hS
FS

max.

SSkF 30 Din 19 24 m10 55.3 7.5 114.8 20 0.5 3.5 10

SSkF 30 JiS 19 24 m10 55.3 7.5 114.8 20 0.5 3.5 10

SSkF 30 anSi 19 24 m10 55.3 7.5 114.8 20 0.5 3 10

SSkF 40 Din 28 35 m16 x 1.5 78.4 10 164.4 26 0.5 4.5 18

SSkF 40 JiS 28 35 m16 x 1.5 78.4 10 164.4 26 0.5 4 18

SSkF 40 anSi 28 35 m16 x 1.5 78.4 10 164.4 26 0.5 3.5 18

SSkF 45 Din/JiS 36 45 m18 x 1.5 95.7 13 194.7 32 0.5 5.5 25

SSkF 45 anSi 36 45 m18 x 1.5 95.7 13 194.7 32 0.5 4.5 25

SSkF 50 Din/JiS 43 54 m22 x 1.5 117.75 16 226.75 35 0.5 6 35

SSkF 50 anSi 43 54 m22 x 1.5 117.75 16 226.75 35 0.5 5 35

SSkF 60 Din 62 77 m30 x 1.5 184.9 23 326.9 40 0.5 8 70

SSkF 60 JiS 62 77 m30 x 1.5 184.9 23 326.9 40 0.5 8 70

SSkF 60 anSi 62 77 m30 x 1.5 184.9 23 326.9 40 0.5 7.5 70

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) ha ejection stroke (mm) hS clamping stroke (mm)

FS clamping force (kn)

d2d1
 m

in
.

l5

l2 +0.1

l3

d5

l6

d1
 H

7

SSKF ... ANSI

DI
N

 IS
O

 7
38

8-
1 

(D
IN

 6
98

71
)

SSKF ... DIN
SSKF ... DIN/JIS
SSKF ... JIS
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DraWing

Technical 
DaTa

T 1390.3, p. 2/2
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

 
 

Type d1 d2 d5 l2 l3 l5 l6 hA hS
FS

max.

SSkF p 30 T-i 19 24 m10 55.3 7.5 114.8 20 0.5 3.5 10

SSkF p 30 T-ii 19 24 m10 55.3 7.5 114.8 20 0.5 3.5 10

SSkF p 40 T-i 28 35 m16 x 1.5 78.4 10 164.4 26 0.5 4.5 18

SSkF p 40/1 T-i1) 28 35 m16 x 1.5 78.4 10 164.4 26 0.5 4.5 18

SSkF p 40 T-ii 28 35 m16 x 1.5 78.4 10 164.4 26 0.5 4.5 18

SSkF p 40/1 T-ii1) 28 35 m16 x 1.5 78.4 10 164.4 26 0.5 4.5 18

SSkF p 45 T-i 36 45 m18 x 1.5 95.7 13 194.7 32 0.5 5.5 25

SSkF p 45 T-ii 36 45 m18 x 1.5 95.7 13 194.7 32 0.5 5.5 25

SSkF p 50 T-i2) 43 54 m22 x 1.5 117.75 16 226.75 35 0.5 6 35

SSkF p 50 T-ii2) 43 54 m22 x 1.5 117.75 16 226.75 35 0.5 6 35

SSkF p 60 T-i 62 77 m30 x 1.5 184.9 23 326.9 40 0.5 8 70

SSkF p 60 T-ii 62 77 m30 x 1.5 184.9 23 326.9 40 0.5 8 70

1) only for tool shafts according to maS 403 BT
2) also for tool shafts according to maS 403 BT

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) ha ejection stroke (mm) hS clamping stroke (mm)

FS clamping force (kn)

d2

d1
 m

in
.

l5

l2 +0.1

l3

d5

l6

d1
 H

7

SSKF P ... T-II

SSKF P ... T-I

DI
N
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30°

45°
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STeep Taper inTerFace
gripperS WiThouT Force ampliFicaTion

DraWing

Technical 
DaTa

T 1672.1, p. 1/2
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

SSkFi
Sk gripper for uniformly designed spindle without control edge (adjustable)

Type d1 d2 d5 l2 l3 l5 l6 hA hS
FS

max.

SSkFi 40 Din 28 35 m16 x 1.5 78.4 10 168.4 26 0.5 4.5 18

SSkFi 40 anSi 28 35 m16 x 1.5 78.4 10 168.4 26 0.5 3.5 18

SSkFi 50 Din 43 54 m22 x 1.5 117.75 16 231.75 35 0.5 6 35

SSkFi 50 anSi 43 54 m22 x 1.5 117.75 16 231.75 35 0.5 5 35

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) ha ejection stroke (mm) hS clamping stroke (mm)

FS clamping force (kn)

d2

d1
 m

in
.

l5

l2 +0.1

l3

d5

SSKFI ... DIN

l6

d1
 H

7

SSKFI ... ANSI

DI
N

 IS
O

 7
38

8-
1 

(D
IN

 6
98

71
)
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Technical 
DaTa

DraWing

T 1672.1, p. 2/2
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

 
 

Type d1 d2 d5 l2 l3 l5 l6 hA hS
FS

max.

SSkFi p 40 T-i 28 35 m16 x 1.5 78.4 10 168.4 26 0.5 4.5 18

SSkFi p 40 T-ii 28 35 m16 x 1.5 78.4 10 168.4 26 0.5 4.5 18

SSkFi p 50 T-i1) 43 54 m22 x 1.5 117.75 16 231.75 35 0.5 6 35

SSkFi p 50 T-ii1) 43 54 m22 x 1.5 117.75 16 231.75 35 0.5 6 35

1) also for tool shafts according to maS 403 BT

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) ha ejection stroke (mm) hS clamping stroke (mm)

FS clamping force (kn)

d2d1
 m

in
.

l5

l2 +0.1

l3

d5

SSKFI P ... T-I

l6

d1
 H

7

SSKFI P ... T-II

DI
N

 IS
O

 7
38

8-
1 

(D
IN

 6
98

71
)

30°

45°
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STeep Taper inTerFace
gripperS WiThouT Force ampliFicaTion

DraWing

Technical 
DaTa

T 1505.2
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

Skr
Sk gripper with holding function for uniformly designed spindle

Type d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 l6 l7 hA hT hS
FS

max.
FH

max.

Skr 40 Din 28 35 31 28 m14 x 1.5 118.5 84.5 11 139 167.2 22 3 0.6 6 4.5 12 200

Skr 40 anSi 28 35 31 28 m14 x 1.5 118.5 78.5 5 139 167.2 22 3 0.6 6 4.5 12 90

Skr 50 Din 42 54 46 42 m18 x 1.5 172 121.75 13.5 200 233 22.5 5 0.6 8.2 7 20 300

Skr 50 anSi 42 54 46 42 m18 x 1.5 172 115.85 7.6 200 233 22.5 5 0.6 8.2 7 20 180

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) ha ejection stroke (mm)

hT Total stroke (mm) hS clamping stroke (mm) FS clamping force (kn)

Fh holding force (n)

d2

SKR ... ANSI

d1
 m

in
.

l5

l4

l1 ±0.1

l2 +0.1 

l3

d3
 +0

.1

d5

SKR ... DIN

l7
d1

 H
7

d4
 

l6 

DI
N
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O

 7
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Technical 
DaTa

DraWing

T 1347.50.2
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

SSK … JBS
SK	gripper	in	high-speed	version	for	spindle	with	control	edge

Type d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 l6 l7 hA hS
FS

max.

SSk 10 JBS-i 10 12.4 9.55 11 m5 38.6 26.5 4.5 47 54.2 9.7 2 0.5 3 1.2

SSk 10 JBS-ii 10 12.4 9.55 11 m5 38.6 26.5 4.5 47 54.2 9.7 2 0.5 3 1.2

SSk 15 JBS-i 11.5 14 11 12.5 m6 46.8 32.5 5.5 55.5 64 11 2 0.5 3 1.7

SSk 15 JBS-ii 11.5 14 11 12.5 m6 46.8 32.5 5.5 55.5 64 11 2 0.5 3 1.7

SSk 20 JBS-i 12.5 15 11.9 13.5 m6 55 40 7 64 73 11 2.5 0.5 3.5 3

SSk 20 JBS-ii 12.5 15 11.9 13.5 m6 55 40 7 64 73 11 2.5 0.5 3.5 3

SSk 25 JBS-i 14 17 13.4 15 m8 x 1 65 48 8 75 85 12 3.5 0.5 4 4

SSk 25 JBS-ii 14 17 13.4 15 m8 x 1 65 48 8 75 85 12 3.5 0.5 4 4

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) ha ejection stroke (mm) hS clamping stroke (mm)

FS clamping force (kn)

d2

SSK ... JBS-II

d1
 m

in
.

l5

l4 min.

l1 −0.1

l2 +0.1

l3

d3
 H

7

d5

SSK ... JBS-I

M
AS

 4
03

 B
T

l6

l7

d1
 H

7

d4
 m

in
.

0°

15°
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STeep Taper inTerFace
acceSSorieS

Standard	version	of	pull	stud	with	a	through	
hole	(type	AZB	…	DIN) 

pull studs of different sizes without through 
hole	(type	AZB	P	…	T) 

pull stud for tool holders of steep taper size 
Sk 60 (type aZB … Din) with miniature pull 
stud	(type	AZB	…	JBS-I) 

pull studs
 

applicaTion | FeaTureS as a link between the clamping system  
and the tool, pull studs are crucial for 
precise workpiece machining. once 
screwed into tool shanks or workpiece 
carriers, they support automatic tool 
and workpiece changes. our pull studs 
are characterised by constant hardness 
and	rigidity	values	as	well	as	excellent	

surface quality. They can be assem-
bled without special tools. Their dimen-
sions and tolerances match customary 
standards	in	the	market.	Moreover,	cus-
tomer-specific	sizes	and	shapes	as	well	
as	special	versions,	for	instance	with	a	
coolant	transfer	system,	are	available.
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DraWing

Technical 
DaTa

T 1348.10.1, p. 1/2
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

AZB ... DIN
pull stud according to Din 69872 shape a with through hole

Type d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 SW FS
max.

aZB 30/1 Din 13 9 17 13 m12 – 44 24 19 15 4 14 10

aZB 40 Din 19 14 23 17 m16 7 54 26 20 21 4 19 18

aZB 45 Din 23 17 30 21 m20 9.5 65 30 23 27 5 24 25

aZB 50 Din 28 21 36 25 m24 11.5 74 34 25 30 5 30 35

aZB 60/1 Din 40 30 52 32 m30 14 90 40 30 37 6 46 70

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) SW Width	across	flats	(mm) FS clamping force (kn)

l1

d5

SW

d6

d1
  −0

.1

d2
 −

0.
1

d3
 −

0.
2

d4
 g

6

l2 ±0.1

l3 ±0.1

l4

l5

45°

15°
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STeep Taper inTerFace
acceSSorieS

DraWing

T 1348.10.1, p. 2/2
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

Technical 
DaTa

AZB ... ISO-B
pull stud according to iSo 7388 shape B with through hole

Type d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 SW FS
max.

aZB 30 iSo-B 13.35 9.3 17 13 m12 4 34 11.8 8.15 17.2 2.75 14 10

aZB 40 iSo-B 18.95 12.95 22.5 17 m16 7.35 44.5 16.4 11.15 21.1 3.25 18 18

aZB 45 iSo-B 24.05 16.3 30 21 m20 9.25 56 20.95 14.85 27.05 4.25 24 25

aZB 50 iSo-B 29.1 19.6 37 25 m24 11.55 65.5 25.55 17.95 29.95 5.25 30 35

aZB 60/1 iSo-B 37.25 24.95 50 32 m30 14 88 38.15 27.65 37 7.75 36 70

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) SW Width	across	flats	(mm) FS clamping force (kn)

l1
d5

SW

d6

d1
  −0

.3

d2
 −

0.
3

d3 d4
 h

6

l2 −0.3l4

45°

l3 −0.3

l5
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DraWing

T 1348.20.1
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

Technical 
DaTa

AZB	P ... T
pull stud according to JiS B 6339 (maS 403 BT) shape a

Type d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 R SW FS
max.

aZB p 30 T-i 11 7 16.5 12.5 m12 43 23 18 16 5 2 13 10

aZB p 30 T-ii 11 7 16.5 12.5 m12 43 23 18 16 5 2 13 10

aZB p 35 T-i 13 8.5 20 12.5 m12 48 28 22.5 16 5 2 17 12

aZB p 35 T-ii 13 8.5 20 12.5 m12 48 28 22.5 16 5 2 17 12

aZB p 40 T-i 15 10 23 17 m16 60 35 28 20 6 3 19 18

aZB p 40 T-ii 15 10 23 17 m16 60 35 28 20 6 3 19 18

aZB p 45 T-i 19 14 31 21 m20 70 40 31 24 8 4 24 25

aZB p 45 T-ii 19 14 31 21 m20 70 40 31 24 8 4 24 25

aZB p 50 T-i 23 17 38 25 m24 85 45 35 32 10 5 30 35

aZB p 50 T-ii 23 17 38 25 m24 85 45 35 32 10 5 30 35

aZB p 55 T-i 32 24 48 31 m30 115 65 53 40 14 5 41 50

aZB p 55 T-ii 32 24 48 31 m30 115 65 53 40 14 5 41 50

aZB p 60 T-i 32 24 56 31 m30 115 65 53 40 14 5 46 70

aZB p 60 T-ii 32 24 56 31 m30 115 65 53 40 14 5 46 70

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) r radius (mm) SW Width	across	flats	(mm)

FS clamping force (kn)

l1

d5

d1
  −0

.1

d2
 −

0.
1

d4
 h

7
l2 −0.1

l4

30°

l3 −0.1

l5 −0.1

SW

d3
 −

0.
2

R

45°

AZB P ... T-I

AZB P ... T-II
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STeep Taper inTerFace
acceSSorieS

DraWing

T 1348.30.1
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

AZB ... JIS
pull stud according to JiS B 6339 (maS 403 BT) shape B with through hole

Technical 
DaTa Type d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 R SW FS

max.

aZB 30 JiS 12 8 16.5 12.5 m12 4 43 23.4 18.4 15.6 5 2 13 10

aZB 35 JiS 15 11 20 12.5 m12 5 44 24 19 16 5 2 17 12

aZB 40 JiS 19 14 23 17 m16 7 54 29 23 20 7 3 19 18

aZB 45 JiS 23 17 31 21 m20 8.5 60 30 23 24 7 4 24 25

aZB 50 JiS 28 21 38 25 m24 10 74 34 25 32 7 5 30 35

aZB 55 JiS 36 27 48 31 m30 12 98 48 36 40 11 5 41 70

aZB 60 JiS 36 27 48 31 m30 12 98 48 36 40 11 5 41 70

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) r radius (mm) SW Width	across	flats	(mm)

FS clamping force (kn)

l1

d5

d1
  −0

.1

d2
 −

0.
1

d4
 h

7

l2 −0.1l4

l3 −0.1

l5 −0.1

SW

d3
 −

0.
2

R

d6

15°
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DraWing

Technical 
DaTa

T 1348.40.1
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

AZB ... JBS
pull stud in special design according to JBS

Type d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 R SW FS
max.

aZB 10 JBS-i 6 4 8.5 5.5 m5 20 10.5 7.5 7.5 2 1 7 1.2

aZB 10 JBS-ii 6 4 8.5 5.5 m5 20 10.5 7.5 7.5 2 1 7 1.2

aZB 15 JBS-i 7 5 10 7 m6 23 12 8.5 9 3 1.2 9 1.7

aZB 15 JBS-ii 7 5 10 7 m6 23 12 8.5 9 3 1.2 9 1.7

aZB 20 JBS-i 8.5 6 11 7 m6 25 14 10 9 3.5 1.2 9 3

aZB 20 JBS-ii 8.5 6 11 7 m6 25 14 10 9 3.5 1.2 9 3

aZB 25 JBS-i 10 7 12 9 m8 28 16 11.5 10 3.5 1.6 10 4

aZB 25 JBS-ii 10 7 12 9 m8 28 16 11.5 10 3.5 1.6 10 4

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) r radius (mm) SW Width	across	flats	(mm)

FS clamping force (kn)

l1

d5

d1
  −0

.1

d2
 −

0.
1

d4
 −

0.
02

5

l2 −0.1l4

0°

l3 −0.1

l5 

SW

d3
 −

0.
2

R

AZB ... JBS-I

AZB ... JBS-II

15°
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Powerful and 100 % maintenance-free

Maintenance-free	HSK	gripper	in	standard	version	with	very	high	force	amplification,	designed	for	simple	90°	inner	spindle	contours	 
(type	HK) 

gripperS
holloW Taper Shank inTerFace

hSk grippers
 

nowadays, the hollow taper shank is 
the standard interface for cutting ma-
chine tools. Face contact together with 
high clamping forces ensure precise 
positioning as well as high static and 
dynamic rigidity. This leads to precise 

machining results and excellent repeat 
accuracy. Due to the pre-tension be-
tween the taper and the spindle holder, 
the hollow taper shank can withstand 
even	extremely	high	spindle	speeds	
without a decrease in performance.
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Standard hSk grippers with force amplifica-
tion	in	different	sizes	(type	HK) 

Force-amplifying	grippers	for	interface	HSK-A	63	with	different	lengths	(type	HKR	and	HK) 

Force-amplifying gripper with draw bolt in special design for interface hSk-a 100 with force-amplifying miniature gripper for special inter-
face <	HSK-E	15	(type	HK) 

The main characteristics of our hSk 
grippers are their compact design, 
maintenance-free operation and long 
service	life.	High	clamping	forces	en-
sure permanent contact between tool 
holder and spindle and can furthermore 

increase the critical limit load of the in-
terface.	Another	significant	advantage	
of our grippers for the hSk interface is 
the easy to manufacture spindle con-
tour.
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holloW Taper Shank inTerFace
gripperS WiTh Force ampliFicaTion

applicaTion The grippers of design type hk and hkr are used to clamp hollow taper shank tools in accordance with 
DIN 69893.	The	integrated	force	amplification	permits	an	efficient	design	for	the	complete	tool	clamping	
unit	with	a	long	service	life.	For	this	reason,	HK(R)	grippers	are	particularly	suitable	for	highly	compact	
spindles.	Moreover,	they	can	be	used	for	modular	spindles	–	matching	to	the	related	SK	and	PSC	size.	
installation requires no special assembly aids or special tools.

FuncTion The taper of the centrally located draw bolt pushes the clamping segments outward behind the tool 
shoulder	during	clamping	(pull	direction).	In	this	process	the	actuation	force	is	boosted,	achieving	a	
clamping	force	that	is	many	times	higher.	The	locking	screw	permits	infinitely	variable	adjustment	and	
fixation	of	the	gripper	in	the	z	axis.	The	HKR	gripper	has	an	additional	holding	function,	which	holds	the	
tool securely in the spindle in its release position to permit quick tool changes.

Technical
FeaTureS

 � Special surface coating for maximum clamping force consistency and wear resistance  
(no relubrication required)

 � low actuation forces thanks to high force-amplifying factor
 � Designed	for	simple	90°	inner	spindle	contours	with	no	need	of	special	measuring	equipment
 � holding function on gripper type hkr for quicker tool change

VarianTS  � With special clamping force, e. g. for titanium machining
 � in compact design
 � With increased through hole size for plungers or control shafts
 � as repair gripper if the inner spindle contour requires reworking
 � With reduced actuation forces for minimum release forces, e. g. when using pneumatic cylinders
 � With	customer-specific	holding	forces

acceSSorieS  � clamping force measuring systems

hk(r)
Force-amplifying hSk gripper with optional holding function
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T 1443.1  T 1437.2
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

Technical 
DaTa

HSK form and  
HSK size Type d1 d2 l1 l2 l3 hA hT hS

FB
max.

FS
max.

FH
max.2)

e 20 hk 15 11 12.5 19  js6 29 5.3 0.3 5 3 0.5 1.8 –

a/T/e 25  B/F 32 hk 19 14 16 25  js7 38 6.3 0.3 5 3.5 0.7 3 –

a/T/e 32  B/F 40 hk(r) 24 17 21 30 49 8.3 0.3 7 4.5 1.4 6 65

a/T/e 40  B/F 50 hk(r) 30 21 25 44 70 8.3 0.3 8.5 5 1.7 7 120

a/T/e 50  B/F 63 hk(r) 38 26 31 45 74 10.3 0.3 9 5.5 3.2 15 120

a/T/e 63  B/F 80 hk(r) 48 34 39.8 52 82 10.3 0.3 10 6.4 4.7 22 130

a/T/e 80  B/F 100 hk(r) 60 42 49.3 65 98 12.8 0.3 11 7.4 6.6 35 320

a/T/e 100  B/F 125 hk(r) 75 53 62.4 80 119 12.8 0.3 12.2 8 11 52 240

a/T/e 125  B/F 160 hk 95 67 76.8 98 139 16.5 0.5 15 11 17 100 –

a 160 hk 120 85 98 113 159 16.5 0.5 16 12.5 26 150 –

2) only for gripper type hkr

1)	Deviating	tolerance	for	grippers	HK	15	and	HK	19

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) ha ejection stroke (mm)

hT Total stroke (mm) hS clamping stroke (mm) FB actuation force (kn)

FS clamping force (kn) Fh holding force (n)

d2
 +0

.1

d1
 +0

.1

l2 +0.2

l1 js81)

hA

l3 ±0.05

0.01//

DI
N

 6
98

93
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holloW Taper Shank inTerFace
gripperS WiThouT Force ampliFicaTion

applicaTion hSh grippers are designed for clamping hollow taper shank tools in accordance with Din 69893. Thanks 
to short clamping strokes and the resulting reduced load on the spring stack, they are part of a strong, 
long-lived	tool	clamping	system.	They	are	mainly	used	in	milling,	boring	and	grinding	spindles	and	do	not	
require a complicated spindle contour. They can also be assembled quickly and without special tools.

FuncTion During clamping (pull direction), the centrally located draw bolt transmits the actuation force directly to 
the	tool	without	any	further	force	deflection.	The	clamping	segments	serve	as	purely	pressure-loaded	
coupling elements.

Technical
FeaTureS

 � extremely high clamping force transmission
 � Direct frictional connection between draw bolt, clamping segment and tool
 � compact and maintenance-free
 � Designed for simple inner spindle contours
 � Short	clamping	strokes	for	compact	spring	stacks	with	long	service	life

VarianTS  � With connection thread according to customer request
 � Stainless	steel	version
 � With increased through hole size for plunger/adjustment shaft

acceSSorieS  � clamping force measuring systems

hSh
hSk gripper with direct force transmission
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Technical 
DaTa

 
 

HSK form and  
HSK size Type d1 d2 l1 l2 l3 hA hT hS

FB
max.

FS
max.

a/T/e 25  B/F 32 hSh 19 14 17 15.5 28 6.3 0.3 3.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

a/T/e 32  B/F 40 hSh 24 17 20 18.5 30 8.3 0.3 3.9 3 6 6

a/T/e 40  B/F 50 hSh 30 21 25 22.5 39 8.5 0.3 3.3 2.5 10 10

a/T/e 50  B/F 63 hSh 38 26 29.2 27.5 44.3 10.5 0.5 3.8 3 20 20

a/T/e 63  B/F 80 hSh 48 34 37 35 54.5 10.3 0.3 4.5 3.3 30 30

a/T/e 80  B/F 100 hSh 60 42 44.8 43 66.4 12.8 0.3 4.6 3.8 55 55

a/T/e 100  B/F 125 hSh 75 53 56.4 53 78.8 12.8 0.3 4.8 4 75 75

a/T/e 125  B/F 160 hSh 95 67 73 66 106 16.5 0.5 6 5 100 100

a 160 hSh 120 85 91 85 127 16.5 0.5 7.5 6 150 150

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) ha ejection stroke (mm)

hT Total stroke (mm) hS clamping stroke (mm) FB actuation force (kn)

FS clamping force (kn)

d2
 +0

.1

d1
 +0

.1

l2 +0.2

l1 −0.1

hA

l3 ±0.1

DI
N

 6
98

93
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Designed for high demands in rotat-
ing and stationary applications

Force-amplifying pSc 100 gripper with built-in holding function for quick and stable tool changes, particularly suitable for compact modular 
spindles	(type	CVR) 

gripperS
polygonal Taper Shank inTerFace

pSc grippers
 

During	development	of	the	polygonal	
taper shank, essential cutting-based 
machining methods were taken into 
account. For this reason, this inter-
face has become particularly popular 
for use in multi-functional machining 
centres. its unique characteristics are 

the conical polygonal shape, the face 
contact and the large taper diameter, 
giving	the	PSC	interface	a	particularly	
high positioning and repeat accuracy. 
other crucial features of the polygonal 
taper shank are its rigidity and torque 
strength, making it suitable for both 
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Force-amplifying pSc 63 gripper without 
holding	function	(type	CV) 

manually actuated pSc grippers with  
integrated	holding	force	in	various	sizes	
(type	C	...-M) 

Gripper	with	force	amplification	and	holding	function	for	PSC	size	80	and	a	corresponding	
profile	bush	with	measured	clamping	shoulder	as	spindle	insert	(type	CVR) 

 
 

rotating and stationary applications. 
As	a	Sandvik	system	partner	from	the	
very	beginning,	we	have	the	necessary	
knowledge and expertise required for 
designing and manufacturing grippers 
for tool holders with a polygonal shank. 
For this reason, we systematically fo-

cused	on	various	specific	functions	
when	developing	our	standard	PSC	
grippers in order to meet the require-
ments of many different application 
cases.
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applicaTion grippers of the types cV and cVr are used for clamping pSc tools in milling spindles. They comply with 
ISO	26623,	but	do	not	achieve	the	clamping	forces	defined	for	the	Capto	interface	by	Sandvik	Coromant.	
Thanks	to	the	force	amplification	during	the	clamping	force	build-up,	CV(R)	grippers	can	be	used	for	
compact,	long-lived	tool	clamping	units.	Their	design,	clamping	strokes	and	actuation	forces	are	devel-
oped	for	use	in	modular	spindles	with	the	related	HSK	or	SK	sizes.	CV	and	CVR	grippers	are	exclusively	
used as tool clamping units together with Berg spring stacks.

FuncTion The taper incline of the centrally located draw bolt pushes the clamping segments outward behind the 
clamping shoulder in the spindle shaft during clamping (pull direction). in this way the actuation force 
is	intensified,	achieving	a	clamping	force	that	is	many	times	higher.	A	locking	screw	permits	infinitely	
variable	adjustment	of	the	gripper	and	fixation	in	place	in	the	z	axis.	The	holding	function	of	the	type	 
cVr holds the tool in the release position in the spindle, permitting a quick, safe tool change.

Technical
FeaTureS

 � Low	actuation	forces	thanks	to	integrated	force	amplification
 � maximum clamping force consistency
 � Strong and maintenance-free thanks to special surface coating
 � Simple and quick assembly without special tools
 � holding function of gripper type cVr for stable tool changes

VarianTS  � in compact design
 � With	customer-specific	holding	forces

acceSSorieS  � clamping force and clamping shoulder measuring systems
 � Profile	bushes	with	measured	clamping	shoulder	as	spindle	insert
 � coolant transfer tubes
 � PSC	tool	flanges

commenT The	maximum	clamping	forces	deviate	from	the	recommended	clamping	forces	for	the	Coromant	 
capto® interface. For this reason only appropriately reduced cutting forces are permissible during  
turning operation.

cV(r)
Force-amplifying pSc gripper with optional holding function

polygonal Taper Shank inTerFace
gripperS WiTh Force ampliFicaTion



Technical 
daTa

drawing

47T 1874 	For	modifications	all	rights	reserved
gripper types for additional pSc sizes on request

PSC 
size Type d1 d2 l1 l2 l3 hA hT hS

FB
max.

FS
max.1) FH2)

80 cV(r) 8 35 44 70.3  js7 103 19 1 10 7 10 50 170

100 cV(r) 10 45 55 85  js8 125 19 1 12 8 12 70 170

1)	Maximum	clamping	forces	deviating	from	interface	Coromant	Capto®

2) only for gripper type cVr

 

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) ha ejection stroke (mm)

hT Total stroke (mm) hS clamping stroke (mm) FB actuation force (kn)

FS clamping force (kn) Fh holding force (n)

l3 ±0.05

d2
 +0

.1

d1
 H

7

l2 +0.1

l1

hA

IS
O

 2
66

23
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polygonal Taper Shank inTerFace
gripperS WiThouT Force ampliFicaTion

applicaTion The capto c...(r) grippers are designed for clamping tools with a polygonal shank in accordance with 
iSo 26623 (capto interface). They are particularly suitable for use in milling and turning spindles as well 
as special applications requiring maximum cutting performance.

FuncTion During clamping, the centrally located draw bolt transmits the actuation force directly to the tool without 
any	further	force	deflection.	The	clamping	segments	serve	as	purely	pressure-loaded	coupling	elements.	
A	locking	screw	permits	infinitely	variable	installation	of	the	gripper	from	the	front	in	the	z	axis.	The grip-
per type capto c...r has an additional integrated holding mechanism. it holds the tool securely in the 
spindle in its release position to permit quick tool changes.

Technical
FeaTureS

 � Minimised	installation	diameter	for	installation	from	the	front	through	the	polygonal	profile
 � Designed for maximum clamping forces
 � Strong and maintenance-free
 � completely sealed for reliable medium transfer 

(blast air, coolant lubricant and minimum quantity lubrication)
 � Short strokes for compact spring stacks
 � With	optional	holding	function	for	improved	tool	changing	times

VarianTS  � connection thread according to customer request
 � as tool clamping unit with force-amplifying gear and spring stack

acceSSorieS  � clamping force measuring systems
 � PSC	tool	flanges

capto c...(r)
pSc gripper with direct force transmission and optional holding function



Technical 
daTa

drawing
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PSC 
size Type d1 d2 l1 l2 l3 hA hT hS

FS
max. FH1)

40 capto c4(r) 26 24 28 60 8.3 0.5 3.7 3 25 120

50 capto c5(r) 32 30 35 65 9.2 0.6 4.5 3.7 35 160

63 capto c6(r) 39 36 43 85 10.2 0.8 5.7 5.1 45 190

80 capto c8(r) 49 45 52 100 19.2 0.8 7 6 55 200

1) only for gripper type capto c…r

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) ha ejection stroke (mm)

hT Total stroke (mm) hS clamping stroke (mm) FS clamping force (kn)

Fh holding force (n)

l3 −0.1

d2
 H

7

d1
 ±0

.1

l2

l1

hA

IS
O

 2
66

23
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polygonal Taper Shank inTerFace
manual gripperS

applicaTion pSc grippers of type c ...-m are intended for manual clamping of tools in accordance with iSo 26623 
(capto interface). a characteristic feature of these grippers is their compact design, making them suit-
able	for	extremely	small	spaces	in	static	tool	holders	as	well	as	driven	tool	systems.	Moreover,	the	small	
installation	diameter	permits	easy	assembly	from	the	front	through	the	polygonal	tool	flange.

FuncTion The manually-actuated grippers clamp tools securely and self-locking with high forces. The clamping 
force is built up by the radially arranged eccentric shaft using a torque key. The centrally positioned 
tension piston transmits the force to the clamping segments, where it acts directly as clamping force 
without	further	deflection.

Technical
FeaTureS

 � compact, particularly short design
 � Minimised	installation	diameter	for	installation	from	the	front	through	the	polygonal	profile
 � With integrated holding force for user-friendly tool changes
 � completely sealed for reliable transfer of blast air, coolant lubricant and minimum quantity lubrication

VarianTS  � manual grippers in special lengths

acceSSorieS  � clamping force measuring systems
 � PSC	tool	flanges

C ...-M
manually-actuated pSc gripper



Technical 
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T 1807.1
For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

PSC 
size Type d1 d2 l1 l2 l3 l4 hA hS SW MB

FS
max. FH

32 c 3-m 19.8 18.5 24.8 49.85 5.3 36.45 0.75 2.35 6 35 20.8 20

40 c 4-m 25.2 24 29.7 58 8.3 43 0.74 2.75 8 45 29.4 45

50 c 5-m 33 30 37 70 9.2 53 0.82 3.35 10 70 38 70

63 c 6-m 39.5 36 47.1 86.8 10.2 66 0.8 4 12 90 51.8 90

80 c 8-m 49 +0.05 45 58.3 104 19 81.26 1 4.5 14 130 60.8 130

100 c 10-m 100 +0.01 80 56.5 +0.2 145 19 103 1 7 17 370 100 –

1)	Deviating	tolerance	for	grippers	C	8-M	and	C	10-M
2)	Deviating	tolerance	for	gripper	C	10-M

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) ha ejection stroke (mm)

hS clamping stroke (mm) SW Width	across	flats	(mm) mB operating torque (nm)

FS clamping force (kn) Fh holding force (n)

l3 ±0.1

d2
 H

7

l2

l4 −0.05

hA

IS
O

 2
66

23

d1
 H

81)

l1 +0.12)

SW
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Tool clamping SySTemS
inTro
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expertise in clamping systems
 

Modern manufacturing technology demands flexible clamping tech-
nology. Our tool clamping systems are complete solutions tailor-made 
for each application. They represent reliable performance, compact di-
mensions and a long service life. Using our tried-and-tested individual 
components guarantees the functionality and performance of the en-
tire system.

The	field	of	tool	clamping	systems	is	
where	a	provider’s	skills	get	to	shine.	
The requirements for clamping tech-
nology in the area of cutting-based  
machining processes are complex.

a constant clamping force, system ri-
gidity	suitable	for	the	specific	demands	
and consistent accuracy are just as re-
quired	as	a	long	service	life	and	a	main-
tenance-free	design.	Moreover,	the	de-
mand for product solutions for process 
monitoring and space-limited applica-
tions has seen a steady increase.

Tool clamping with systematic  
structure

Thanks to close collaboration with lead-
ing spindle and machine manufactur-
ers and	a	wide	range	of	system	compo-
nents which we adapt precisely to each 
other	during	configuration,	we	are	able	
to offer the perfect clamping system for 
a wide range of different needs.

More than just a clamping system

We	make	systematic	modifications	to	
our standard modules to adapt perfor-
mance parameters in order to create 
new options for our customers.

Our	primary	fields	of	expertise	include	
grippers, force-amplifying gear units, 
spring stacks and release cylinders as 
well as systems for medium transfer 
and position measurement. The result: 

mechanical, hydraulic and electrical 
complete clamping units suitable for 
nearly	every	type	of	machining	spindle.

2014 modular compact system with Berg rota-
ry union and analogue position measure-
ment	system	(≤ 20,000 rpm)

2011 hSk clamping system for spindle speeds 
≤ 80,000 rpm

2010 modular compact clamping system with 
rotary	union	(≤ 6,000 rpm)

2008 mechanical Sk clamping system 
< 300 mm	with	rotary	union	(≤ 6,000 rpm)

2007 HSK	clamping	system	with	service	life	
> 5 million	clamping	cycles

2006 mechanical pSc clamping system

2005 mechanical Sk clamping system 2.0

2001 mechanical hSk clamping system incl. 
special spindle shaft

2000 mechanical hSk clamping system 2.0

1997 hydraulic, self-locking clamping  
system

1993 mechanical hSk clamping system 
(≤ 30,000 rpm)

1989 hydraulic Sk clamping system
(≤ 15,000 rpm)

1985 mechanical Sk clamping system

1980 electromechanical Sk clamping system

Milestones:

Worldwide sales 
and service

Flexible product 
architecture

All components 
from one source

Short
development times
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top: Sk tool clamping system with stationary, single-acting release cylinder, center and bottom: clamping systems with Sk grippers in differ-
ent	lengths	and	with	different	spindle-integrated,	bearing-relieving	rotary	unions 

Spring-actuated complete clamping systems
 

Flexible clamping system solutions 
for the entire range of spindle tech-
nology

The machining process, clamping tasks 
and	available	installation	space	deter-
mine	the	specific	design	of	a	clamping	
system. For this reason, our mechanical 
tool	clamping	systems	are	exclusively	
customer/application-specific	complete	
system	designs.	Systematic	configura-
tion	and	modification	of	the	available	

modular components makes it possi-
ble to supply the optimum clamping 
system for any common interface in an 
efficient	manner.	For	these	systems	we	
primarily use force-amplifying grippers 
that	achieve	a	clamping	force	that	is	
many times higher than the actuating 
force.	Moreover,	the	force	amplification	

Tool clamping SySTemS
moDular mechanical SySTemS
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Complete	clamping	system	with	HSK	gripper,	connection	piece	for	eccentric	blast	air	transfer,	spring	stack	and	release	cylinder 

highly compact hSk clamping system with 
high	clamping	forces	for	swivelling	turrets 

Tool clamping system with release unit and installation-ready spindle insert consisting of Sk 
gripper,	profile	bush	with	measured	clamping	shoulder	and	spring	stack 

permits a compact design of the entire 
tool clamping system. in addition, the 
spring stacks we use are character-
ised by their excellent clamping force 
consistency, high balancing quality and 
long	service	life.	They	form	the	foun-
dation for the durability of the entire 
system. The choice of release unit de-

pends, among other things on the de-
sired	actuation	type,	the	available	instal-
lation space and the required release or 
ejection	force.	Additional	configuration	
details, e. g. the blow-out air routing, 
clamping stroke detection, rotary union 
for coolant lubricant are also adapted 
to customer requirements.
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clamping systems with a modular design principle
System	component	overview

moDular mechanical SySTemS
SySTem componenTS

1 2 3 4 5

6 7

8 9 10 11 1312
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hydraulic unclamping units (type: hlZ)
 � Stationary cylinder
 � Single-acting (unclamping by spring or bearing reset)
 � integrated rotary union for coolant lubricant

hydraulic unclamping units (type: hDZ)
 � Stationary cylinder
 � Double-acting (unclamping by hydraulic pressure)
 � insertable, bearing-mounted rotary union for coolant lubricant (optional)

pneumatic unclamping units (type: pDZ)
 � Stationary cylinder
 � Double-acting (unclamping by pneumatic pressure)
 � insertable, bearing-mounted rotary union for coolant lubricant (optional)

electrical unclamping units (type: eDZ)
 � Stationary cylinder
 � insertable, bearing-mounted rotary union for coolant lubricant (optional)

hydraulic unclamping units (type: hlZ-rk)
 � rotating cylinder
 � Single-acting (unclamping by spring or bearing reset)
 � integrated rotary union for coolant lubricant

Spring stacks for motor spindles
 � incl. connection piece for medium transfer
 � cylindrical signal wheel
 � coolant lubricant transfer tube

Spring	stacks	for	gear-driven	spindles
 � incl. connection piece for medium transfer
 � conical signal wheel
 � coolant lubricant transfer tube

SK	grippers	with	force	amplification

HSK	grippers	with	force	amplification

PSC	grippers	with	force	amplification

Sk grippers with direct force transmission

hSk grippers with direct force transmission

pSc grippers with direct force transmission

The	configuration	of	our	spring-actuated	
tool clamping systems uses a modular 
principle. This allows us to quickly imple-
ment	new	product	variants	and	offer	cus-
tomised solutions from a single source 
with the greatest possible practice orien-
tation	and	efficiency,	irrespective	of	the	
desired quantity.

our complete clamping systems usually 
consist of the components gripper, spring 
stack including draw tube and connecting 
piece for medium transfer as well as un-
clamping unit with rotary union for cool-
ant lubricant. mechanisms for process 
monitoring	are	added	based	on	specific	
requirements.

For	system	development,	we	have	ac-
cess to a wide range of standard prod-
ucts.	Individual	components	are	modified	
as required and adapted with regard to 
clamping force, installation space, speed 
range, etc. This ensures that our custom-
ers always get the best clamping system, 
without compromises.

1
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moDular mechanical SySTemS
SySTem componenTS

clamping systems with a modular design principle
System	component	specifications

our gripper range is characterised by a unique spec-
trum	of	available	products.	It	includes	grippers	with	
direct force transmission and force-amplifying grip-
pers for Sk, hSk and pSc interfaces. all clamping 
equipment is designed to endure, completely mainte-
nance-free and offers the greatest possible clamping 
force consistency. The force-amplifying grippers allow 
us to build particularly compact tool clamping sys-
tems.	They	are	also	suitable	for	configuring	systems	
with spring stacks in an identical size and release cylin-
ders for modular spindles.

In	addition	to	the	basic	versions	of	our	grippers,	a	va-
riety	of	options	is	also	available,	e.	g.:

 � holding function for quick, stable tool change
 � compact design
 � With coolant transfer system
 � Special clamping force > standard
 � Short	stroke	version	for	compact	spring	stacks
 � high-speed function
 � large through holes for plunger/control shafts
 � Stainless	steel	version

Clamping

Berg spring stacks are maintenance-free for life and 
simultaneously	have	high	endurance	and	are	fully	test-
ed. They are supplied as an installation-ready assembly 
group with draw tube, medium transfer and gripper. a 
characteristic feature is the single layer of disc springs 
with	severely	restricted	clearance	in	relation	to	the	tie	
rod, leading to ideal force consistency on the one hand 
and excellent, stable balance quality on the other. The 
high energy density permits construction of compact 
spindles.

Our	spring	stacks	allow	extremely	flexible	configuration	
and are always adapted precisely to customer-specif-
ic requirements such as space, clamping force or load 
cycles. other design options include:

 � Service	life	>	5	million	load	cycles
 � Stainless steel disc springs for corrosion protection
 � With integrated clamping stroke detection or 

prepared for the customer’s clamping stroke 
detection

 � as installation cartridge for quick assembly from  
the front

 � With coolant transfer tube

Actuation

Medium transfer
in the simplest design, the gripper is directly connect-
ed to the draw tube. cooling medium and blast air are 
routed	centrally	to	the	tool	via	a	through	hole.	To	clean	
interfaces with face contact, it is possible to guide the 
air through an off-centred connection piece to the taper 
while the system is in the tool change position.

Alternatively,	we	use	small	valve	housings,	which	can	
be replaced at the front together with the gripper. The 
advantage	of	this	version	is	an	uninterrupted	hole	with	
a	large	passage	to	the	tool	holder.	The	valve	housings	
distribute the cleaning air to the blow-out channels and 
lock the air supply, which runs separately through the 
spindle shaft, so that no cooling medium can enter the 
spindle or the spring stack during operation.
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Clamping stroke detection
monitoring systems permit automatic control of a smooth auto-
matic tool change. They also help to detect malfunctions in the 
clamping process at an early stage. checking the stroke posi-
tion of the gripper is one time-tested method, for instance. For 
this purpose, we use switches or analogue position measuring 
systems. The signal encoders are signal wheels or plunger coil 
systems.

our unclamping units for mechanical clamping systems are 
available	with	hydraulic,	pneumatic	and	electrical	actuation.	The	
hydraulic	and	pneumatic	units	are	available	in	two	versions:	as	
single-acting cylinders (unclamping using spring or bearing re-
set) and as double-acting cylinders (unclamping using hydrau-
lic or pneumatic system). in addition to standardised stationary 
and rotating cylinders, we primarily produce special solutions 
adapted	to	the	available	installation	space.

Berg unclamping units are designed to be as short and com-
pact	as	possible.	They	have	an	integrated	rotary	union	for	cool-
ant	lubricant	or	are	designed	to	accommodate	conventional	
rotary	unions.	Moreover,	different	additional	functions	are	avail-
able:

 � Spindle bearing relief
 � clamping stroke detection
 � position control of the release piston
 � Separate transfer of blow-out air
 � coolant lubricant leak detection

Unclamping

Rotary unions
our compact rotary unions ensure secure coolant medium 
transfer to the rotating spindle. They are characterised by large 
through holes and a permanently closed sealing gap. high-quali-
ty components and a temperature-optimised design permit high 
spindle	speeds	and	long	service	lives.	The	medium	and	leakage	
connection is either radial or axial. all types can be equipped with 
an additional membrane enabling blow-out air for taper cleaning.

The adaptation of established standard products is 
the key to qualified, low-risk implementation of cus-
tomised clamping system solutions. Another advan-
tage of modular product development becomes obvi-
ous when considering the steadily increasing number 
of different versions of individual component groups.
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MS-SSKV ... / HLZ
Clamping	system	for	gear-driven	spindles	(1)

T 1896 	For	modifications	all	rights	reserved
Configuration	of	complete	clamping	systems	on	request

example
SySTEM 1

This tool clamping system is characterised by its compact design and the high, constant clamping force. 
The	strong	clamping	unit	is	highly	suitable	for	high-torque	applications	with	limited	space	in	heavy-duty	
machining, in particular for milling heads.

moDuleS 1 Force-amplifying Sk gripper in compact design, incl. medium transfer system
2 Profile	bush	with	measured	clamping	shoulder	as	spindle	insert
3 Spring stack with high energy density for compact spindles
4 conical signal wheel for analogue clamping stroke monitoring
5 Stationary, compact unclamping unit with spring reset and integrated rotary union for coolant lubricant

moDular mechanical SySTemS
applicaTion propoSalS



example
SySTEM 2

The modular clamping system permits use of grippers for different tool interfaces with identical spring 
stacks and actuation units while spindle dimensions remain unchanged. The system is designed for 
high	spindle	torques,	in	particular	in	compact	gear-driven	spindles.

moDuleS 1 SK,	HSK,	PSC	gripper	with	high	force	amplification	factor
2 Connecting	pieces	with	interface-specific	medium	transfer	systems
3 Spring stacks with high energy density for compact spindles
4 Stationary hydraulic unclamping units with bearing reset and integrated rotary union for coolant 

lubricant
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61T 1901 	For	modifications	all	rights	reserved
Configuration	of	complete	clamping	systems	on	request

MS-SSKV ... / HLZ  MS-HK ... / HLZ  MS-CVR ... / HLZ
Clamping	systems	for	gear-driven	spindles	(2)
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MS-HK ... / HDZ
clamping system for motor spindles

T 1894 	For	modifications	all	rights	reserved
Configuration	of	complete	clamping	systems	on	request

example
SySTem

This maintenance-free tool clamping system is characterised by excellent true-running properties and 
a	long	service	life.	Its	running	smoothness	and	durability	are	achieved	through	the	highly	accurate	guid-
ance	of	the	draw	bar	in	the	spindle	shaft	with	the	aid	of	selected	material	pairings.	The	force	amplifi-
cation of the gripper and the high energy density of the disc springs permit short spindle lengths. The 
clamping system is suitable for the entire range of cutting-based machining processes.

moDuleS 1 HSK	gripper	with	high	force	amplification	factor
2 Valve	housing	for	separate	eccentric	blow-out	air	with	sealing	toward	gripper	and	spring	stack
3 High-performance	spring	stack	for	long	service	life	(up	to	5	million	load	cycles)	and	maximum	

clamping force consistency
4 analogue position measuring system for clamping stroke detection using signal wheel
5 Stationary,	2-channel	hydraulic	unclamping	unit	with	integrated	mounting	for	conventional	rotary	

unions for coolant lubricant
6 insertable, bearing-mounted rotary union for coolant lubricant

moDular mechanical SySTemS
applicaTion propoSalS

31

2 6
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MS-SSKV ... / HDZE
clamping system for motor spindles

T 1895 	For	modifications	all	rights	reserved
Configuration	of	complete	clamping	systems	on	request

example
SySTem

The	severely	restricted	clearance	of	the	disc	springs	in	relation	to	the	draw	bar	ensures	stable,	excellent	
balancing	quality.	The	clamping	system	is	maintenance-free	and	long-lived.	The	system	is	suitable	for	
both	roughing	and	precise	fine	machining.	Moreover,	the	combination	of	a	force-amplifying	gripper	and	
the high energy density of the spring stack permits short spindle lengths, thereby making installation in 
small spaces possible.

moDuleS 1 Force-amplifying Sk gripper
2 compact, durable spring stack with constant high clamping forces
3 cylindrical signal wheel with analogue sensor for clamping stroke detection
4 Stationary, 2-channel hydraulic unclamping unit with spindle bearing relief during tool release and 
ejection,	incl.	integrated	mounting	for	conventional	rotary	unions	and	position	monitoring	of	the	
release piston by sensor

5 insertable, bearing-mounted rotary union for central coolant lubricant transfer and blow-out air 
transfer for taper cleaning

21

4

5

3



64 T 1900 	For	modifications	all	rights	reserved
Configuration	of	complete	clamping	systems	on	request

MS-HK ... / HDZ
clamping system for inline spindles

example
SySTem

in this tool clamping system, the central hydraulic hollow piston cylinder is located between the milling 
spindle and motor. The release force is transmitted to the spring stack by a pressure ring. The system 
permits high clamping forces in a compact front spindle. it is maintenance-free and meets the perfor-
mance	and	spindle	speed	requirements	of	inline	spindles	without	any	reductions	in	effectiveness	or	
service	life.

moDuleS 1 HSK	gripper	with	high	force	amplification	factor
2 central coolant lubricant line
3 Spring stack with high energy density for compact spindles
4 analogue sensor for monitoring the gripper’s stroke position
5 compact unclamping unit integrated in the spindle shaft

moDular mechanical SySTemS
applicaTion propoSalS
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65T 1899 	For	modifications	all	rights	reserved
Configuration	of	complete	clamping	systems	on	request

MS-SSKV ... / HLZ-RK
clamping system for boring spindles

example
SySTem

This clamping system is designed for long, narrow mandrel spindles, which are, for instance, used in 
horizontal	and	vertical	boring	and	milling	machines	or	in	vertical	lathes.	The	rotating	hydraulic	unclamp-
ing cylinder protects the spindle bearing and is designed as installation-ready clamping cartridge togeth-
er	with	the	spring	stack.	Combined	with	the	force-amplifying	gripper,	this	tool	clamping	system	achieves	
high clamping forces, thereby contributing to an ideal cutting performance during machining of medium 
to large workpieces.

moDuleS 1 SK	gripper	with	high	force	amplification	factor	and	large	coolant	lubricant	passage
2 Connection	piece	in	application-specific	length	with	large	passage	for	central	coolant	lubricant	and	

blow-out air transfer
3 high energy density spring stack
4 clamping stroke monitoring using proximity switches
5 rotating unclamping unit with integrated rotary union for coolant lubricant

3

2

4

5

1
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Self-locking hydraulic clamping units for hSk, Sk and pSc interfaces with corresponding bearing-mounted rotary union for medium  
transfer 

maximum clamping force and clamping 
security in minimum space – these are 
the characteristics of our product range 
for hydraulically operated, self-locking 
clamping systems. They are particular-
ly suitable for use in extremely short 

milling head spindles and for machining 
processes requiring an extremely high 
clamping force performance. our Shr 
clamping units are compatible with all 
conventional	tool	interfaces.	The	effec-
tive	self-locking	feature	of	the	system	

Compact power for safe clamping

hydromechanical tool clamping units
 

Tool clamping SySTemS
hyDraulic, SelF-locking SySTemS
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Bearing-mounted rotary union for hydraulic 
oil,	air	and	coolant	lubricant	transfer 

clamping unit for pSc 63 interface with 
ready-to-install	high-precision	tool	flange 

Tool	clamping	unit	in	housed	version	for	interface	HSK-A	100,	designed	for	central	medium	
supply	line 

guarantees high mechanical rigidity of 
the interface combined with maximum 
safety during the entire workpiece ma-
chining process. For actuation of the 
clamping unit with hydraulic oil and for 
transfer of the blow-out air and coolant 

lubricant, we use a compact and bear-
ing-mounted rotary union. The clamp-
ing stroke detection, medium transfer 
and	tool	flange	are	customised	for	the	
project.
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HS-SHR-SSKF ... / HDF  HS-SHR ... / HDF  HS-SHR-C ... / HDF
Compact	clamping	units	with	tool	flange,	spindle	shaft	and	rotary	union

Interface Type FS
max.

FA
min.

Sk 40 Shr-SSkF 40 18 12

Sk 50 Shr-SSkF 50 35 14

Sk 60 Shr-SSkF 60 65 29

hSk-a/T/e 63  hSk-B/F 80 Shr 48 40 10

hSk-a/T/e 80  hSk-B/F 100 Shr 75 50 19

hSk-a/T/e 100  hSk-B/F 125 Shr 95 75 22

hSk-a/T/e 125  hSk-B/F 160 Shr 95 120 37

pSc 63 Shr-c6 55 16

pSc 80 Shr-c8 75 24

pSc 100 Shr-c10 100 35

Technical 
DaTa

SySTem The highly compact structure of gripper, force-amplifying wedge gear and rotary union permits use in 
particularly short machining spindles with extremely limited space. a double-acting piston uses hydrau-
lic pressure	to	actuate	the	wedge	gear,	which	is	connected	rigidly	with	the	gripper	via	the	tie	rod	and	
pulls in the tool. When face or taper contact is reached, the wedge gear builds up clamping force, gener-
ating	a	very	high	energy	density	even	in	very	small	spaces	thanks	to	the	force	amplification.

moDuleS 1 Application-specific	tool	flanges	for	installation	of	the	clamping	unit	from	the	front
2 highly precise, compact spindle shafts incl. separate blow-out air channels for hSk and pSc designs
3 completely self-locking, maintenance-free clamping units with strong Sk, hSk, pSc gripper and force-

amplifying wedge gear for maximum clamping forces
4 Bearing-mounted compact rotary union for max. 4,000 rpm for hydraulic oil and coolant lubricant 

transfer during rotation, with separate blow-out air transfer during spindle standstill for hSk and  
pSc designs

Tool clamping SySTemS
hyDraulic, SelF-locking SySTemS

aBBreViaTionS FS clamping force (kn) Fa ejection force (kn)
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T 1903 	For	modifications	all	rights	reserved
Configuration	of	complete	clamping	systems	on	request
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back: rotating clamping-releasing unit with electric actuation (type eSk), front: rotating hydraulic clamping-releasing unit with rotary union 
for	coolant	lubricant	and	position	monitoring	system	(type	OHLK) 

High clamping and release forces 
without load on the spindle bearings

hydraulic and electrical standard clamping systems
 

The central element of both clamping 
systems is the rotating hydraulic or 
electrical clamping-releasing unit con-
nected with the gripper by a draw bar. 
The length of the connection pieces 
varies	depending	on	the	application.	

These systems are primarily equipped 
with our robust standard grippers, 
which guarantee high clamping force 
transmission. These tool clamping sys-
tems are primarily used in machining 
spindles running at low to moderate 

Tool clamping SySTemS
clamping-releaSing uniTS
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Tool	clamping	system	with	compact	hydraulic	clamping-releasing	unit,	draw	bar,	connecting	piece	and	SK	gripper 

complete system consisting of time-tested Sk gripper for spindle with simple through hole, draw bar and robust electric clamp incl. stroke 
monitoring	and	holder	for	rotary	union	for	coolant	lubricant 

speeds, e. g. in boring and milling ma-
chines. compared to spring-actuated 
clamping systems, the clamping force 
can be adjusted within a wide range. 
The	rotating	cylinders	are	firmly	con-
nected with the spindle, ensuring direct 

force transmission and a highly rigid in-
terface.	Analogue	or	inductive	proximity	
switches are used for stroke monitoring. 
The hydraulic system is prepared for in-
stallation of a rotary transmission lead-
through for a central coolant supply.
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HS-OHL(K) ...-1
hydraulic clamping system

T 1904 	For	modifications	all	rights	reserved
Configuration	of	complete	clamping	systems	on	request

Type d l1 l21) FS
max.

FL
max.

PS
max.

PL
max.

PKL
max.1)

n
max. Designed for

ohl(k) 13-1 85 185 39 13 23 60 105 80 12,500 Sk, hSk grippers

ohl(k) 25-1 104 190 39 26 43 65 105 80 12,500 Sk, hSk, pSc grippers

ohl(k) 35-1 120 192 39 35 57 65 105 80 12,500 Sk, hSk2), pSc grippers

ohl(k) 70-1 165 202 39 75 100 70 95 80 10,000 Sk, hSk2), pSc grippers

1) only for type ohlk
2) only for gripper type hSh

Technical 
DaTa

SySTem This system consisting of a hydraulic clamping-releasing unit, draw bar and hSk gripper is a powerful, 
maintenance-free clamping system for machining spindles with a medium speed. The clamping-releas-
ing unit consists of the function groups cylinder, rotary union for oil and rotary transmission lead-through 
for	coolant	lubricant.	It	is	firmly	connected	with	the	spindle	so	that	no	axial	forces	act	on	the	spindle	
bearing	during	release	and	ejection	of	tools.	The	advantage	of	this	system	is	its	even,	easily	monitored	
clamping	force	with	practically	infinitely	variable	regulation	using	hydraulic	pressure.	If	the	hydraulic	
system	fails,	the	unlockable	non-return	valve	prevents	a	sudden	loss	of	pressure.

moDuleS 1 Strong hSh gripper with direct force transmission
2 Single-section draw bar with large through hole
3 compact clamping-releasing unit (type ohlk) with integrated blow-out air routing, stroke control 
monitoring	device,	protective	hood	and	rotary	transmission	lead-through	for	coolant	lubricant 
(type kDe 8-2)

clamping-releaSing uniTS
hyDraulic anD elecTrical SySTemS

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) FS clamping force (kn)

Fl release force (kn) pS clamping pressure (bar) pl release pressure (bar)

pkl coolant lubricant pressure (bar) n Spindle speed (rpm)

2

1 3

l1

d

l2
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eS-eSk
electrical clamping system

T 1905 	For	modifications	all	rights	reserved
Configuration	of	complete	clamping	systems	on	request

SySTem This electrical clamping system is particularly suitable for low-speed applications demanding a high 
clamping	force	and	a	very	rigid	interface.	It	consists	of	a	rotating	clamping-releasing	unit	(electric	
clamp) with a draw bar and a steep taper gripper.

The electric clamp is equipped with a three-phase braking motor with collector ring power supply as 
well	as	a	planetary	and	a	screw	gear.	The	self-locking,	maintenance-free	system	saves	energy	thanks	to	
the integrated snap coupling with shut-down unit. The clamping force can be adjusted within predeter-
mined ranges using a cam ring. a proximity switch is used for automatic control. The electric clamp and 
spindle	are	firmly	connected,	so	that	no	axial	forces	act	on	the	spindle	bearing	during	release	of	the	tool.

moDuleS 1 Time-tested Sk gripper for uniformly designed spindle with control edge
2 Draw	bar	with	connecting	piece	incl.	non-return	valve
3 Maintenance-free,	energy-saving	electric	clamp	with	torque	and	position	monitoring	as	well	as	

pinched rotary union for coolant lubricant

Type d l FS
max.

FL
max.

n
max. U Designed for

eSk 35 125 330 35 65 4,000 3 x 380/220 Sk 50 grippers

eSk 70 150 360 70 100 4,000 3 x 380/220 Sk 60 grippers

Technical 
DaTa

aBBreViaTionS d Diameter (mm) l length (mm) FS clamping force (kn) Fl release force (kn)

n Spindle speed (rpm) u Voltage (Vac)

2

1 3

l
d
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TeSTing anD meaSuring uniTS
inTro
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measuring equipment
 

Measuring equipment is indispensable for any modern production facil-
ity to secure consistent workpiece quality. It is therefore an elementary 
part of quality management. Our clamping shoulder and clamping force 
measuring equipment is practice-approved, highly precise equipment for 
testing and ensuring the clamping forces in machining spindles.

Different factors are important for se-
lecting	the	right	clamping	device.	The	
clamping	task,	workpiece,	tool	and ma-
chining process play the main role. ac-
cordingly, the requirements for a clamp-
ing	system	differ	significantly.	However,	
with regard to performance, the follow-
ing is always true: The system has to 
clamp precisely and securely with con-
sistent clamping force – ideally for hun-
dreds of thousands of load cycles.

Better measuring

clamping forces that do not meet  
specifications	can	lead	to	increased	
tool wear and improper workpiece sur-
face. The worst case scenario is ma-
chine failure. For this reason, a regular 
clamping force check is crucial to de-
tect changes early and respond quickly, 
if action is required.

Developed for ourselves, 
available to everyone

as a clamping system manufacturer, 
we consider precise measurement of 
clamping forces essential. in accor-
dance with our quality philosophy, all 
clamps are tested 100 %. For this pur-
pose,	we	developed	our	own	range	of	
measuring systems, which permit quick 
and uncomplicated measurement of 
the clamping force and clamping shoul-
der incline (for our force-amplifying 
Sk and pSc grippers). our measuring 

equipment is characterised not just by 
perfect precision but also by a simple 
handling, reliability and robust design.

Leave nothing to chance

Moreover,	we	offer	our	customers	a	
highly reliable factory calibration ser-
vice on	fair	terms,	which	guarantees	
compliance with all standards appli-
cable to measuring equipment moni-
toring.

2019 Trade show debut of wireless clamping 
force measuring systems of the m-Visio 
range

2015 clamping shoulder measuring system 2.0

2013 hand-held display unit showing the record-
ed	clamping	force	measurement	curve	on	
a new touch display

2011 First clamping shoulder measuring system 
for force-amplifying Sk and pSc grippers

2008 Basic	version	of	clamping	force	measuring	
system	for	all	commercially	available	tool	
interfaces

2003 measuring cartridges for clamping force 
measurement on pSc grippers

1999 First clamping force measuring system 
for the Sk and hSk interface with pc data 
transmission	(comfort	version)

Milestones:

Professional
calibration service

Developed for our 
own requirements

Precise measure-
ment results

Simple
handling
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applicaTion measuring systems of the Skm-Visio series enable wireless clamping force measurement and data 
transmission	for	all	common	tool	interfaces.	They	can	be	operated	easily	and	intuitively	via	the	touch	
display	or	connected	end	devices.	Operation	and	wireless	technology	facilitate	regular	clamping	force	
checks	in	order	to	identify	possible	deviations	at	an	early	stage	and	to	achieve	a	production	process	with	
continuously high workpiece quality.

FuncTion The clamping force is measured by using a securely mounted, factory-calibrated force sensor in the 
associated measuring adapter. The adapter, freely exchangeable depending on the interface, is inserted 
into the tool holder and drawn in by the clamping system to be tested. The determined actual clamping 
force	can	be	read	directly	on	the	display	unit.	In	addition,	the	WLAN	module	transfers	the	results	as nu-
merical	value	and	diagram	to	smart	devices	and	PCs	with	Windows	or	OS	operating	systems.	Further-
more, the supplied software for Windows pcs enables data export for further processing.

Technical
FeaTureS

 � Universal	display	unit	for	all	interfaces
 � integrated Wlan module for wireless data transmission
 � laid out for high loads (higher than standard clamping forces)
 � Energy	supply	via	powerful	lithium-ion	accumulator
 � handy, robust structure with high rigidity for highly precise measurements

VarianTS  � measuring adapter with face contact adjustment for hSk and pSc interfaces to simulate tool 
tolerances

 � Measuring	adapter	with	groove	for	clamping	force	measuring	using	automatic	tool	changer

acceSSorieS  � precision measuring pull studs for Sk clamping force measurement

DeliVery 
Scope

 � Waterproof display unit incl. lithium-ion accumulator, micro uSB connector, Wlan interface, data 
memory and oleD touch display

 � Interface-specific	measuring	adapter
 � Operating	manual,	PC	software,	test	certificate
 � practical transport case

Skm-Visio
Wireless clamping force measuring systems with display and Wlan data transmission

TeSTing anD meaSuring uniTS
clamping Force meaSuremenT
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For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

Display unit with measuring adapter M-Visio SK

Display unit with measuring adapter M-Visio HSK

Display unit with measuring adapter M-Visio Capto

SK size Measuring adapter Maximum load SK size Measuring adapter Maximum load

30 m-Visio Sk 30 18 kn 50 m-Visio Sk 50 70 kn

40 m-Visio Sk 40 24 kn 60 m-Visio Sk 60 100 kn

45 m-Visio Sk 45 38 kn

HSK form and  
HSK size Measuring adapter Maximum load HSK form and  

HSK size Measuring adapter Maximum load

e 20 m-Visio hSk 15 4 kn a/T/e 63  B/F 80 m-Visio hSk 48 50 kn

a/T/e 25 m-Visio hSk 19 6 kn a/T/e 80  B/F 100 m-Visio hSk 60 80 kn

a/T/e 32  B/F 40 m-Visio hSk 24 15 kn a/T/e 100  B/F 125 m-Visio hSk 75 100 kn

a/T/e 40  B/F 50 m-Visio hSk 30 20 kn a/T/e 125  B/F 160 m-Visio hSk 95 120 kn

a/T/e 50  B/F 63 m-Visio hSk 38 24 kn a/T/e 160 m-Visio hSk 120 160 kn

PSC size Measuring adapter Maximum load PSC size Measuring adapter Maximum load

32 m-Visio capto c3 20 kn 63 m-Visio capto c6 55 kn

40 m-Visio capto c4 33 kn 80 m-Visio capto c8 75 kn

50 m-Visio capto c5 43 kn 100 m-Visio capto c10 130 kn
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TeSTing anD meaSuring uniTS
clamping Force meaSuremenT

Skm(B)
clamping force measuring systems with transmission cable

applicaTion This measuring system is suitable for static clamping force measurement for the tool interfaces Sk, 
HSK	and	PSC.	It	guarantees	precise	detection	of	clamping	force	deviations	and	thereby	ensures	consis-
tent workpiece quality.

FuncTion By connecting measuring cartridge and display unit with the transmission cable, the clamping force 
measuring system is ready for operation. The clamping system pulls in the measuring adapter inserted 
in	the	tool	holder.	The	actual	clamping	force	is	then	determined	via	strain	gauges	in	the	device	and	trans-
mitted directly to the display.

The	serial	interface	of	the	SKM	comfort	version	permits	measuring	data	transmission	to	any	PC	with	a	
Windows	operating	system.	Using	the	supplied	software,	data	can	be	visualised	in	a	force/time	diagram	
or	saved	in	MS	Excel	format.

Technical
FeaTureS

 � Powered	by	(rechargeable)	battery,	depending	on	version
 � Designed for high loads (higher than standard clamping forces)
 � Simple operation and immediately ready
 � handy, robust structure with high rigidity for highly precise measurements
 � Expandable	by	universal	display	unit

VarianTS  � Measuring	cartridges	for	machine-specific	applications,	e.	g.	with	lateral	cable	duct

acceSSorieS  � precision measuring pull studs

DeliVery
Scope

 � practical transport case
 � Display	unit,	measuring	cartridge,	transmission	cable,	operating	manual,	test	certificate
 � The	comfort	version	also	includes:	Display	unit	with	PC	interface,	PC	software,	PC	connection	cable	

incl. uSB adapter and power pack
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Measuring cartridge M-SK

Messpatrone M-HSK

Messpatrone M-Capto

SK size Measuring cartridge Maximum load SK size Measuring cartridge Maximum load

30 m-Sk 30 18 kn 50 m-Sk 50 70 kn

40 m-Sk 40 24 kn 60 m-Sk 60 100 kn

45 m-Sk 45 38 kn

HSK form and  
HSK size Measuring cartridge Maximum load HSK form and  

HSK size Measuring cartridge Maximum load

e 20 m-hSk 15 4 kn a/T/e 63  B/F 80 m-hSk 48 50 kn

a/T/e 25 m-hSk 19 6 kn a/T/e 80  B/F 100 m-hSk 60 80 kn

a/T/e 32  B/F 40 m-hSk 24 15 kn a/T/e 100  B/F 125 m-hSk 75 100 kn

a/T/e 40  B/F 50 m-hSk 30 20 kn a/T/e 125  B/F 160 m-hSk 95 120 kn

a/T/e 50  B/F 63 m-hSk 38 24 kn a/T/e 160 m-hSk 120 160 kn

PSC size Measuring cartridge Maximum load PSC size Measuring cartridge Maximum load

32 m-capto c3 20 kn 63 m-capto c6 55 kn

40 m-capto c4 33 kn 80 m-capto c8 75 kn

50 m-capto c5 43 kn 100 m-capto c10 130 kn
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TeSTing anD meaSuring uniTS
clamping ShoulDer meaSuremenT

SSM-SK  SSM-Capto
clamping shoulder measuring systems

applicaTion Berg’s force-amplifying Sk and pSc grippers require internal spindle contours with a precise spacing 
between the incline of the clamping shoulder and the taper zero line or face contact surface. The clamp-
ing shoulder measuring system SSm makes it possible to check this dimension, ensuring the correct 
clamping force and clamping stroke. The measurement is performed either directly in the machine 
during	production	of	the	spindle	shaft	or	subsequently	during	the	final	inspection.

FuncTion The	measuring	system	operates	independently	from	software	or	energy	supply.	The	setting	sleeve	is	
used	to	set	the	correct	nominal	dimension.	The	dial	gauge	shows	any	deviations	in	dimension.

Technical
FeaTureS

 � high-precision measuring equipment
 � Simple	operation	and	handling	for	recording	measuring	values	directly	at	the	production	machine
 � Software- and energy-independent operation

VarianTS  � clamping shoulder measuring systems for special spacings

DeliVery
Scope

 � measuring unit incl. dial gauge
 � Setting	sleeve
 � handy transport case
 � operating manual
 � Test	certificate
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Interface Size Type For gripper type l (Check gauge)

Sk 30 SSm-Sk 30-81.8 SSkV 30 81.8

Sk 40 SSm-Sk 40-115 SSkV 40 115

Sk 50 SSm-Sk 50-152 SSkV 50 152

Sk 50 SSm-Sk 50-165 SSkV 50 165

Sk 50 SSm-Sk 50-176.75 SSkV 50 176.75

pSc 63 SSm-capto c6-53 cV(r) 6 53

pSc 80 SSm-capto c8-70.3 cV(r) 8 70.3

For	modifications	all	rights	reserved

 

aBBreViaTionS l length (mm)

l js8
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Services
 

Berg SpannTechnik
proDucT SerVice aT eVery STage

We do it! With our wide range of services, we support our customers on their way to successful production. Our 
modular service package consisting of basic, comfort and premium services covers our entire product range as 
well as the complete product life cycle. We always focus on economic efficiency, safety and quality that only we 
as the manufacturer can offer professionally.

From professionals for professionals | our clamping sys-
tems	perform	precision	work	every	day	–	often	for	millions	 
of	clamping	cycles,	depending	on	their	configuration	and	
application. To maintain this performance, we offer our cus-
tomers	various	services	for	their	BERG	products,	e.	g.	expert	
clamping	force	measurements	or	a	general	overhaul	of	the	
clamping system in use, which includes full guarantee on the 
entire	overhauled	product.	If	a	product	requires	service,	we	
do	everything	we	can	to	reduce	downtimes	to	a	minimum:	
with	a	repair	service	that	guarantees	smooth	processing,	
high transparency and fair billing.

Our services for productivity and quality assurance

Gauge	rental  Calibration	of	measuring	equipment  Clamp-
force	measurings	at	site  Repairs  General	overhaul

Learning by doing | Well-founded knowledge of products and 
their practical application is essential to ensure that produc-
tion	processes	remain	stable	and	efficient	in	the	long	term.	
our training courses introduce to our exciting product range. 
We	demonstrate	what	our	clamping	systems	can	do	and how	
to use them best – with a focus on practical application and 
adapted precisely to our customer’s requirements. in addition 
to knowledge about the function and performance range of 
our clamping equipment, participants will learn how to han-
dle the equipment and how to use the full potential offered by 
our products.

First-hand product know-how and practical expertise

Product	training  Product	training	with	practical	part  in-
house product training with practical workshop

We do it!
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International	sales	and	service	network
 

BERG Spanntechnik worldwide | With	representatives	in	over	20	countries,	we	
are	always	right	where	our	customers	need	us.	Our	sales	and	service	partners	in	
europe, asia and america form the interface between our international customers 
and	our	administration,	development	and	production	site	in	Germany.	This	global	
network	ensures	that	expert	contact	partners	will	be	available	to	provide	our	busi-
ness	partners	comprehensive	and	timely	information	in	their	own	language.
 
Our delivery and after-sales services for customers all over the world

 + optimum support
 + expert product consultation
 + Short lines of communication
 + Simple order processing
 + products tailored to special market requirements
 + Global	availability	of	spare	parts

We manufacture our products exclusively at our central location in Biele-
feld. However, we are available for our customers worldwide. Thanks to 
our sales and service partners in the most important markets of the cut-
ting machining industry, we can offer optimum service around the globe.

Working for our cus-
tomers worldwide:



Berg SpannTechnik
SmarT proDucTS
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intelligent clamping systems
 

The ever-faster development of technology and the demand for digital 
product solutions has posed new challenges for our company. We are 
ready to accept the challenge and regard the digitalisation of our indus-
try as an opportunity for consistent further development of our existing 
range of products and services.

Our	goal	is	to	develop	intelligent	mech-
atronic clamping systems in close co-
operation with our customers: Smart 
products of clamping technology, using 
integrated microcontrollers to monitor 
processes, collect and analyse data, 
communicate with other machine com-
ponents and act automatically based 
on the programmed logarithm.

We turn products into intelligent  
systems

The	advantage	of	our	products	is	their	
exposed position near the tool and 
workpiece. This explains their great po-
tential	for	generating	process-relevant	
data. The foundation for this is integrat-
ed condition monitoring, adapted to 
the	specific	application	to	permanently	
record parameters such as the clamp-
ing force, clamping stroke, wear, tool 
or workpiece qualities, temperature, 
leakage,	etc.	Based	on	this,	we	have	
researched decentralised, low-resource 
data processing (edge computing) and 
the interface connection between the 
machine and connected peripherals.

First prototypes prove successful

In	a	first	step,	we	equipped	selected	
products with sensor systems and 
launched our tool clamp pSp 4.0 “Tool 
assist” and our intelligent clamping 
heads Spm-Fc and Spm-Sc with the 
associated energy and data couplings.

Certainly not simple,
but far from unsolvable

With	regard	to	product	development,	
we now focus on the optimisation of 
existing processes by using new tech-
nologies. We regard the use of intelli-
gent, space-adapted sensor technology 
combined	with	suitable	evaluation	units	
as	a	key	to	success	in	the	development	
of ioT solutions in clamping technology.

Intelligent clamping systems for modern machine concepts:

 � monitoring operating and status data
 � Data recording and analysis in real time
 � Transmission	of	relevant	data	via	standardised	interfaces,	
potentially	automatic	control	based	on	pre-defined	rules

 � user-friendly installation

 � Sensor systems, foil conductor, semi-conductor strain gauges
 � contact-free energy and data transmission, e. g. through 
inductive	couplers

 � microcontrollers for signal processing
 � edge computing for low-resource data processing

 � ensuring consistent workpiece quality
 � reliable process monitoring
 � Optimised	scheduling	of	service/maintenance	work	
 � High	process	stability,	prevention	of	downtimes
 � reduction of rejects and minimisation of secondary damage

Requirements

Technologies

Benefits
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